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Abstract 
Hematologic malignancies are predominantly caused by genetic aberrations resulting in the 

unregulated proliferation or blocked differentiation of hematopoietic progenitors. The 

identification and characterization of growth-activating mutations, or driver mutations, has 

resulted in the development of targeted therapeutics that dramatically improve patient 

survival and decrease treatment-related toxicity. However, the most common types of 

leukemia lack a recurrent and defining driver mutation, meaning that the continued 

development of targeted therapies will require the characterization of novel and rare 

leukemic variants. The most common assay used to characterize the functional impact of 

novel mutations found in leukemia is the in vitro Ba/F3 transformation assay, which was 

used in the work described herein to screen primary CSF2RB mutations found across all 

leukemia subtypes. While characterizing one activating mutation it was discovered that 

acquired mutations in the transgene could arise in the Ba/F3 assay, potentially resulting in 

false-positive data. This observation was investigated in detail and recommendations 

stemming from this inquiry are also provided.  

In this dissertation, the discovery of the first CSF2RB-activating human variant found in the 

germline of a pediatric T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia patient is presented. In vitro, 

CSF2RB R461C transforms Ba/F3 cells to factor-independent growth through ligand-

independent activation and stabilization of CSF2RB. CSF2RB R461C increases downstream 
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activation of JAK2/STAT-5, and inhibition of JAK2 results in apoptosis, making this a 

potentially actionable clinical variant. 

During the course of characterizing CSF2RB R461C, the frequent trend for Ba/F3 cells to 

acquire additional mutations in CSF2RB during the factor withdrawal assay was noted. This 

observation was validated by additional experiments including other receptor activating 

mutations. Failure to account for these acquired mutations in the Ba/F3 assay could affect 

the efficacy of screening for functional mutations in leukemia, resulting in wasted 

researcher time and false positives.  

To date, acquired mutations are largely confined to weak transforming oncogenes, as 

determined by limiting dilution analysis of Ba/F3 cells. Based upon insights from these 

studies, the Ba/F3 transformation assay would be substantially improved with two 

recommendations. First, every transformed Ba/F3 cell line should be sequenced for the full 

length of the transgene of interest. Second, researchers should adopt limiting dilution assays 

of Ba/F3 cells when characterizing transforming mutations and report rates of 

transformation. It is unclear at this time what relevance a mutation’s rate of transformation 

has on disease, but that question can only be addressed by additional testing of a wide range 

of mutations. 

The research in this dissertation characterizes a rare variant in leukemia and recommends 

improvements for the most common model system used to screen novel mutations. The 

investigation of rare mutations in leukemia is an essential step in the pursuit of 
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individualized and targeted therapies. Recommendations provided herein will improve 

future studies of functional leukemic mutations, ensuring reported results are useful and 

reproducible.  
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1 Introduction 
 

Leukemia is characterized by the accumulation of immature leukocytes (blasts) from a single 

hematopoietic subtype, often as the result of a genetic aberration increasing proliferation or 

inhibiting differentiation of the founder clone. Subtypes of leukemia can be classified by the 

duration of time to progression (chronic or acute) and the over-represented hematopoietic 

subtype (myeloid or lymphoid), and each subtype can be further distinguished by surface 

markers expressed by the clonal population. Leukemia originates in the bone marrow and 

alters normal hematopoiesis. Patients present with symptoms resulting from the reduction 

of functional cells in specific hematopoietic lineages (anemia, neutropenia, bruising) or the 

excess of leukocytes (ischemia, stroke). White blood cell counts represent the simplest 

measure for leukemia burden, with percent blasts and bone marrow cellularity being a 

more granular measurement. Treatment is highly specialized based on subtype, but is 

generally characterized by induction chemotherapy regimens. For specific leukemia 

subtypes and risk stratification groups, treatment will also include allogeneic or autologous 

bone marrow transplant or radiation. The use of targeted inhibitor therapy is a relatively 

new development made possible by years of basic research characterizing the causes behind 

individual leukemias. Each leukemia subtype carries a unique assortment of genetic 

alterations. The identification and characterization of these genetic lesions has enabled 

therapeutic targeting of specific oncogenic mutations and has improved patient outcomes, 
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with the greatest clinical advancements having been achieved for chronic myelogenous 

leukemia (CML).  

Almost every case of CML features a balanced translocation between chromosomes 9 and 

22, resulting in the expression of a fusion oncogene BCR-ABL. The resultant fusion protein, 

BCR-ABL, is the driving force behind CML, thus a drug that limits the capacity for BCR-

ABL to function would be the universal treatment. One cancer subtype, one driving 

mutation, one drug to treat every patient; the dream of the ‘90s was alive in Portland, 

Oregon, home to the paradigm shifting clinical trial for imatinib (Gleevec), a targeted BCR-

ABL inhibitor. While the success of molecularly targeted therapy in CML remains 

unquestioned, other leukemia subtypes are not as responsive to single targeted inhibitors. 

The mutational landscape of the most common form of leukemia, acute myeloid leukemia 

(AML), is not characterized by a single, recurrent genetic lesion. Individual cases of AML 

are heterogeneous, with only three mutations recurrent in 11-28% of patients[1]. 

Sequencing of 200 AML patients revealed 1,600 non-recurrent single nucleotide variants 

(SNVs) in coding regions, so-called n-of-1 mutations[1]. This large number of rare lesions is 

commonly referred to as the long tail of mutations in leukemia (Figure 1-1). In contrast to 

BCR-ABL in CML, AML patients present with several potentially functional mutations, and 

targeting one recurrent mutation like FLT3-ITD does not bring about the same 

improvements in outcome that imatinib brought to CML. Instead, researchers must identify 

the rare and unique functional mutations in a patient, that long tail of mutations, continuing 
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the pursuit of new combinations of therapies tailored for each patient. Identification and 

characterization of rare, functional mutations requires a robust and scalable model system 

such as the Ba/F3 transformation assay. The work presented in this dissertation hinges on 

the use of the Ba/F3 transformation assay to characterize one functional mutation in the 

long tail of leukemia, and the discovery of a previously unrecognized complication that 

could confound findings using this model. 

The research described herein covers the cytokine receptor CSF2RB (Colony Stimulating 

Factor 2 Receptor Beta1) and the germline mutation R461C2 found in a pediatric leukemia 

patient. Within Ba/F3 cell lines, this mutation leads to increased protein stability and 

ligand-independent activation of CSF2RB, driving a cancer-like cellular proliferation.  

Details concerning the mechanism of this signaling are presented as well as findings on 

targeted inhibitors with promising preliminary efficacy for future leukemic patients with the 

same mutation. 

Additionally, during these studies a reproducible flaw in the Ba/F3 transformation assay 

was identified, whereby the cell lines acquired additional mutations within the gene of 

interest. This phenomenon was investigated further and found to be a reproducible flaw in 

the context of weakly-transforming receptor mutations. These acquired mutations could 

result in false-positive reports, cases where a non-functional variant appears function 

                                                   

1 aka. Cytokine Receptor Common Subunit Beta. 
2 Arginine at position 461, mutated to a cysteine. 
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through acquisition of additional mutations. Alternatively, even functional mutations could 

be impacted by additional mutations, resulting in the incorrect characterization of the 

signaling and inhibitor-sensitivities of a particular mutation.  

This phenomenon represents a confounding variable in hundreds of studies, potentially 

leading to irreproducible research and the waste of investigator funds and efforts. It is 

imperative that this flaw be addressed in future research studies. A simple protocol 

addition—sequencing the transgene of outgrown Ba/F3 lines—can be used to mitigate this 

phenomenon and improve the reproducibility of future research. 

1.1 Determining functional mutations in leukemia: The Ba/F3 

transformation assay 

1.1.1 Background 

1.1.1.1 Genetic alterations drive cancer 

In 1909 Francis Peyton Rous, a researcher at the Manhattan-based Rockefeller Institute3, 

found a case of infectious sarcoma in a chicken brought to him by a concerned farmer[2]. 

The cause of this cancer would later be found to be a virus (named Rous Sarcoma Virus or 

RSV), an odd finding thought not to be relevant to human biology until the 1964 discovery 

                                                   

3 Later renamed Rockefeller University 
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of a cancer-causing virus in humans: the Epstein-Barr virus in Burkitt’s lymphoma[3]. Rous 

would go on to win the 1966 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine[4] while researchers 

continued to search for what turned out to be rare cases of virally-driven cancers[2]. 

Rous’ discovery continues to be relevant today as future researchers discovered the 

oncogenic portion of RSV was the gene v-src, which originated from the chicken genome4, 

not the virus[5] (reviewed in [6]). The implication being that cancer is not just a result of 

viral infection, but is caused by variations in the very genes within the afflicted organism. 

The driving force behind the vast majority of cancers are genetic mutations; carcinogens are 

mutagens[7]. 

1.1.1.2 Validation of driver mutations 

While a remarkable finding, knowing that cancer is caused by mutations is not very useful if 

we cannot determine which mutation is the offending lesion. This is the problem that faced 

researchers George Daley and David Baltimore in 1988 while they studied the gene fusion 

product BCR-ABL[8]. At that time, BCR-ABL5 was known to be the product of t(9;22)[9], 

the balanced translocation between chromosomes 9 and 22[11] that forms the Philadelphia 

chromosome characteristic of chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML)[12]. We now know 

that the modified ABL tyrosine kinase is constitutively activated due to oligomerization of 

                                                   

4 v-src denotes virally activated src, c-src is the normal gene. 
5 BCR refers to the breakpoint cluster region on chromosome 22[9], and ABL to the tyrosine kinase coded by the 
murine leukemia virus discovered by Herbert Abelson[10]. 
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the BCR domains, driving cellular proliferation[13]. But at the time, while all of the above 

evidence pointed to BCR-ABL as the driver behind CML leukemogenesis, it was only a 

correlation and not proof of causation. What was necessary was an experiment where 

researchers added BCR-ABL to a simplified system, controlled for all other factors, and 

observed a transformation to oncogenic growth. 

Transformation assays existed prior to 1988, the most prominent using murine NIH-3T3 

fibroblasts. NIH-3T3 cells[14], and similar lines derived in George Todaro’s laboratory in 

the 1960’s with the 3T3 protocol (3 day Transfer of 3x105 cells)[15, 16], demonstrated an 

inability to grow beyond a monolayer due to contact inhibition. The addition of murine 

sarcoma virus (MSV) or murine leukemia virus (MuLV) could transform these cells to lose 

contact inhibition and form growth foci[14], generating an in vitro assay allowing for the 

detection of oncogenic transformation. RSV was later shown to drive transformation using 

this same assay[17]. Daley and Baltimore tested BCR-ABL6 in the NIH-3T3 assay and found 

that it failed to drive growth foci[18], while at the same time another group demonstrated 

that BCR-ABL could drive transformation in primary mouse bone marrow cells7[19]. This 

led to the hypothesis that while BCR-ABL could not transform fibroblasts, it could 

transform a hematopoietic line which would be consistent with its role as a putative driver 

of leukemia. 

                                                   

6 Specifically, Daley and Baltimore used p210, the most common form of BCR-ABL fusion in CML. 
7 In this assay, “transformation” is determined by anchorage independent growth while suspended in agar. 
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Various hematopoietic-based transformation assays had been established by 1988 and they 

were largely based around the transformation of growth factor-dependent cells to factor 

independence8. From 1985 to 1987 there were five published models showing factor-

dependent lines that could be transformed by the viral copy of ABL, v-abl (p160): primary 

mast cells (IL-3 dependent)[20], IO3 and E1c cells derived from Fr-MuLV infected mice 

(IL-3 dependent)[21], 32D cells (IL-3 dependent)[22], FDC-P1 cells (IL-3/GM-CSF 

dependent)[23], and A4 T-cells (IL-2 dependent)[24]. Some of these lines remain in use 

today, but none so much as Ba/F3 cells. 

1.1.2 The Ba/F3 cell line 

Ba/F3 cells were originally derived by Ronald Palacios in 1985[25], from harvests of 

murine bone marrow that were cultured in IL-3 supplemented media9 for the purposes of 

isolating B-cell precursors[29]. In this respect, Palacios was quite successful and 

characterized four such lines10 that showed: low expression of the B-cell antigen B220; 

immunoglobulin still in the germline configuration; and no detectable myeloid Mac-1, 

mature B-cell marker LIF, or T-cell markers CD5 and CD8a. These markers indicate pro-B 

lymphocytes but the cells lack the heavy chain rearrangement characteristic of the stage. 

                                                   

8 While growth factor independence (GFI) assays are distinct from the more traditional contact-inhibition 
transformation assays, both these and other methods testing the oncogenic potential of a gene product are referred to as 
transformation assays. 
9 Specifically, the IL-3 used for derivation and culture was not purified IL-3 but the cheaper conditioned media[26] 
from the IL-3 secreting WEHI-3 cell line[27]. WEHI-3 cells are derived from the myelomonocytic leukemia of a 
BALB/c mouse. The line was created at their namesake institution, the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute in Australia[28]. 
10 The lines were: CB/Bm 7, Ba/C1, Bc/Bm 11, and L/B AgA2. 
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Consequentially, they are classified as either lymphoid precursors[30] or pro-B 

lymphocytes[25]. These lines were fully dependent on IL-3 for sustained growth, and died 

within 24-36 h without the factor[25].  

The more complicated part of Ba/F3 cells is that their origin is actually untold. The name is 

first published by Baltimore’s lab, in collaboration with Palacios, in 1986[30] as a line 

derived from mouse bone marrow and having the same features Palacios described in the 

earlier clones. The name indicates the mouse of origin, BALB/c, and the specific clone[25]. 

The history of this cell line became even murkier in 2014 when SNP profiling was 

performed on several common cell lines to detect contamination. While Ba/F3 cells are a 

unique clone and were not contaminated with any other line, they also did not match the 

SNP profile of BALB/c-derived lines but instead C3H-derived lines11[31]. Consequentially, 

the BioResource Center cell repository at RIKEN publicly observed that “to the best of our 

bibliographical search, we could identified [sic] no paper describing the establishment of 

Ba/F3 cell line, i.e., there is no paper demonstrating that [the] Ba/F3 cell line was derived 

from [a] BALB/c mouse strain”[32]. Additionally, the male gender of this cell line is not 

publicly clear save for a 2002 study on Myc-induced aneuploidy12, which published Ba/F3 

karyotypes with Y chromosomes[34]. 

                                                   

11 Coincidentally the same mouse strain that 32D cells were derived from 
12 Ba/F3 cells are normally diploid in culture[33]. 
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Regardless, and almost in spite of the lack of documentation, Ba/F3 cells became a standard 

of hematopoietic research. Ba/F3 cells rapidly divide and grow in suspension, allowing for 

shorter experiments and removing the need for trypsin. The cells are easy to transduce or 

transfect by retrovirus, lentivirus, or electroporation, and cellular proliferation is a simple 

readout for any experiment.  

1.1.3 Using Ba/F3 cells to assay transformation 

In 1986, researchers in Baltimore’s lab performed the first series of transformation assays 

using the Ba/F3 cell line[30]. The Ba/F3 protocol was not significantly different from those 

used in myeloid models[20, 21, 23], but it was the first using a lymphoid cell line. Ba/F3 

cells were infected with Murine Leukemia Virus (MuLV) containing v-abl, cultured for 3 

days in WEHI-conditioned media (WEHI-CM), and then transferred to media without IL-

3. Growing clones were isolated for expansion within two weeks. Cells expressing v-abl 

continued to grow, cells expressing v-src (as found in RSV) grew poorly with partial IL-3 

independence, and vector-control cells died within two days.  Outgrown cultures did not 

express IL-3 mRNA and media conditioned by these cells could not sustain the growth of 

normal Ba/F3 cells in the absence of IL-3, indicating that transformation was not the result 

of activating growth factor secretion but instead activation of a pathway downstream of IL-3 

signaling. 

With the Ba/F3 assay established, Daley tested the transformative capacity for BCR-ABL 

while refining the Ba/F3 protocol[8]. Daley’s protocol used five steps now standard in 
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Ba/F3 transformation assays: Infection, Expansion, Selection, Washing, and Monitoring. 

Ba/F3 cells are infected with replication-deficient retroviruses containing the gene of 

interest or relevant controls, as well as a selectable marker like the fluorescent GFP or 

G418-resistant neomycin. Ba/F3 cells are then expanded in culture for 48 h in WEHI-CM 

prior to selection for infected clones (Daley used 7-10 days of G418 treatment). Once the 

selected cells demonstrate stable growth they are washed 2-3 times in IL-3-free media and 

monitored for growth over 2-3 weeks. Ba/F3 cells expressing BCR-ABL achieved factor-

independent growth within 5-10 days, while non-infected Ba/F3 cells did not generate 

spontaneously transformed clones[8]. This assay, along with an earlier study on primary 

cells[19], finally established BCR-ABL as a functional oncogene. 

The use of Ba/F3 cells in a transformation assay to test potential oncogenes has become 

ubiquitous in leukemia research with prominent findings including activating mutations in 

MPL (myelofibrosis)[35], CSF3R (chronic neutrophilic leukemia)[36], JAK1/2 (pediatric 

ALL)[37], JAK3 (acute megakaryoblastic leukemia)[38], rearrangements in CRLF2 (Down 

syndrome-associated ALL)[39] and JAK2-TEL fusions (T-ALL)[40]. Ba/F3 transformation 

assays have also become prominent in other malignancies, validating the oncogenicity of 

KIT[41] and PDGFRα[42, 43] mutations in gastrointestinal stromal tumor, ALK mutations 

in neuroblastoma[44], and ERBB2 mutations in lung adenocarcinoma[45].  

Ba/F3 cells are transformed by a variety of oncogenes, and they also become addicted to the 

continued action of that oncogene[46]. This allows for the simple and rapid screening of 
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targeted inhibitors while using the viability or proliferation of transformed Ba/F3 cells as a 

readout. Ba/F3 cells were used in establishing FLT3 as a target of sorafenib[47], ponatinib 

as a pan-FGFR inhibitor[48], and preclinical efficacy for the JAK-inhibitor ruxolitinib[49]. 

The same method can identify additional mutations that render an oncogene resistant to 

targeted inhibitors like gefitinib-resistant EGFR mutations in lung adenocarcinoma[50] or 

imatinib-resistant KIT mutations in AML[51]. If combined with an ENU random 

mutagenesis screen, Ba/F3 cells can even be used to proactively predict BCR-ABL 

mutations that provide resistance to kinase domain inhibitors[52, 53]. 

1.1.4 The use of viruses in in vitro transformation assays and potential 

complications 

1.1.4.1 Methods of gene transfer in Ba/F3 cells 

One variation in the Ba/F3 transformation assay relevant to this dissertation is whether the 

method of gene delivery is viral or non-viral. The earliest NIH-3T3 transformation assay in 

1969 used existing murine retroviruses[14] and Baltimore’s lab cloned retroviruses for the 

first Ba/F3 assays[8, 30]. Over time, researchers developed alternative techniques, 

including incubating cells with plasmid and calcium-phosphate[54] or using 

phosphatidylserine vesicular fusion[55-57]. But in 1982, researchers discovered genes could 

be efficiently and simply transferred into cells by short electrical pulses, or 

electroporation[58]. Electroporation[40-42] and retroviral infection[35, 44] became the 
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two most prominent forms of gene transfer in Ba/F3 cells, with the selection of one over 

the other seemingly a result of laboratory preference. A meta-analysis of Ba/F3 

transformation studies published 2014-2016 (Table 3-1, Table 3-2) indicates that viral 

infection (14 of 24 studies), and specifically retroviral infection (12 of 24), is the most 

common method currently used for gene transfer, with electroporation a distant second (6 

of 24). 

1.1.4.2 Retroviral infection and spontaneous transformation: The work of Carol 

Stocking 

The use of retroviruses to infect Ba/F3 cells is theoretically problematic. Retroviral 

genomes are prone to acquire mutations during reverse transcription or cause mutations in 

infected cells through insertional mutagenesis. Murine retroviruses have a baseline mutation 

rate of 1 SNV for every 10,000 base pairs during reverse transcription[59]. In a 

transformation assay, an acquired mutation could potentially alter a normal gene into a 

functional oncogene, resulting in a false positive result and potentially irreproducible 

results. Early research into this possibility examined instances of spontaneous 

transformation: cases where a minority of infected cells achieve factor-independent growth. 

In 1985, Thomas Gonda’s laboratory infected FDC-P1 cells13 to express GM-CSF and 

observed factor-independent growth even in the presence of GM-CSF antiserum[60]. This 

                                                   

13 Murine, myeloid precursor line dependent on IL-3 or GM-CSF. 
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was remarkable as the initial event driving transformation appeared dispensable. Wolfram 

Ostertag tried to replicate these results and found that some, but not all, GM-CSF 

expressing FDC-P1 clones demonstrated a similar effect[61]. This spontaneous 

transformation of a minority of cells to factor-independent growth would become a theme 

in the early career of a researcher working with Ostertag, Carol Stocking. Stocking’s 

findings bear striking similarities to those detailed in this dissertation, both in the subject of 

CSF2RB and in investigating hypotheses for acquired mutations in factor-dependent cell 

lines. 

Stocking defined the rates of spontaneous transformation in two factor-dependent lines 

(murine D35 and human TF-1) and found a 20x increase in transformation rate following 

intense retroviral infection14[62, 63]. For D35 cells transformed by retroviral infection, 10 

of 11 clones were sustained by activating the secretion of a soluble growth factor, usually 

through transposon insertions near the activated gene. The 11th clone was detailed in a 

follow-up study to express a truncated form of CSF2RB (∆βc) while the other copy of 

CSF2RB was fully deleted15[64]. ∆βc was capable of increasing FDC-P1 transformation by 

four orders of magnitude16[64, 65]. This outgrowth was noted to be slow, taking 6-7 

days[64], and an additional study showed that ∆βc expression in FDC-P1 cells could not 

                                                   

14 The retroviruses did not drive expression of any oncogenes, limiting this investigation to insertional mutagenesis. 
15 The two copies of CSF2RB2, the murine-exclusive beta chain that can replace CSF2RB for IL-3 signaling, are 
adjacent to CSF2RB in the mouse genome and were also disrupted. 
16 From 5x10-8 to 3x10-4[64], or from 1.7x10-8 to 6.8x10-5[65]. 
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sustain factor-independent growth when immediately assayed 24 h after infection[65]. The 

most surprising result was that Cre-loxP excision of ∆βc from transformed FDC-P1 cells did 

not remove the capacity for factor-independent growth in 7 of 8 clones. The single 

revertant clone was remarkably hypersensitive to reintroduction of ∆βc, with 

transformation rates 1000x higher than naïve FDC-P1 cells when reinfected[65]. 

This series of complicated results were difficult to summarize into a single cohesive theory, 

and perhaps because of this difficulty the study was overlooked and never meaningfully 

cited17. Clearly ∆βc was oncogenic in FDC-P1 cells, yielding a 4000-6000x increase in 

transformation to factor-independent growth. On the other hand, these cells were not 

immediately transformed by the truncated receptor, nor were they dependent on its 

continued expression. The single revertant clone was key to the authors’ conclusion that 

∆βc is somehow causing or cooperating with a wide library of additional, persistent genetic 

mutations that could replace the need for ∆βc entirely. However, conclusions regarding the 

presence of genetic mutations are speculative as none of these cells were sequenced (an 

understandable omission in 2001). Ultimately, this study, and a similar one by Stocking 

using PDGFRβ[69], indicated a pernicious tendency for retrovirally-infected receptor 

constructs to reliably but slowly transform factor-dependent cells, possibly through the 

acquisition of additional mutations. In spite of these findings, current studies using the 

                                                   

17 Prassolov, V et al. 2001 was cited 4 times (once to reference the activating potential of CSF2RB[66] and three times 
as the source for a construct[67-69]) and always by papers where Stocking was an author. 
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Ba/F3 transformation assay have not sequenced the gene of interest following 

transformation (Table 3-1), making the assay similarly vulnerable to the same confounding 

results. 

1.1.5 Summary 

The Ba/F3 transformation assay is a storied and essential model system for cancer 

researchers. However, it has not been the subject of scrutiny matching its prominence and 

use within the field. This dissertation critiques the Ba/F3 transformation assay, identifying a 

recurrent flaw that has not been previously reported: the unexpectedly frequent tendency 

for transgenes tested in the Ba/F3 system to acquire additional mutations (Chapter 3). This 

finding is worrisome, given the widespread use of this assay, but also understandable as it 

was hypothesized in historical studies. Based upon the research described in this thesis, 

recommendations for researchers to mitigate this flaw in future studies are presented. 

This discovery of acquired mutations in the Ba/F3 assay was made while using the assay for 

its intended purpose. This model enabled an in-depth investigation of a novel variant in 

CSF2RB (Chapter 2), which represents the first identified CSF2RB activating variant found 

in a human subject. 
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1.2 The common beta chain: CSF2RB 

1.2.1 CSF2RB activation and signaling 

Colony stimulating factor 2 receptor beta common subunit (CSF2RB)18 is a single-pass, 

type-1 cytokine receptor. In contrast to the other colony stimulating factor receptors19, 

CSF2RB does not contain a kinase domain and signals by forming hetero-trimers with one 

of 3 ligands and 3 alpha chains. IL-3, IL-5, GM-CSF and their ligand-specific alpha chains20 

all signal through CSF2RB, which acts as the primary signaling component. These ligands 

have largely overlapping and broad roles in inducible hematopoiesis[70] by regulating 

proliferation, differentiation, and survival[71]. After the ligand binds its high-affinity 

receptor (CSF2RB in complex with the ligand-specific alpha chain), associated JAK2 kinases 

transphosphorylate and then continue to phosphorylate additional tyrosine residues on 

CSF2RB (Figure 1-2). These sites allow for the docking of proteins and activation of several 

downstream pathways, notably JAK2/STAT5, Ras/Raf/MAPK, and PI3K/AKT (Figure 

1-3). 

The most exhaustive structural characterization of CSF2RB is in the context of GM-CSF 

signaling, where the final activated complex appears to be a dodecamer composed of 2 

hexamers, each containing 2 alpha chains, 2 beta chains and 2 ligands (Figure 1-2). The 

                                                   

18 Other common names include CD131, beta common cytokine receptor, or simply beta common (βc) 

19 CSF1R is a kinase, and both CSF1R and CSF3R signal through the formation of homodimers. 
20 IL3RA, IL5RA, and CSF2RA, respectively. 
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dodecameric complex is necessary as each hexamer forms a horseshoe shape[70], leaving the 

cytoplasmic CSF2RB tails too distant to enable JAK cross-phosphorylation. The dodecamer 

forms an “M” shape where the proximity of CSF2RB intracellular domains mimics those 

observed in other activated receptors[72], allowing the activation of JAK and other 

downstream pathways. 

Granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) signals through binding 

CSF2RB and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor receptor subunit alpha 

(GMRα, CSF2RA). GM-CSF signaling results in a wide array of pro-myeloid effects, 

though it is unique in promoting the expansion of neutrophils. Interleukin 3 (IL-3) uniquely 

acts to drive production of hematopoietic stem cells, mast cells and basophils[71, 73], while 

also having largely overlapping roles with GM-CSF. Interleukin 5 (IL-5) is the most 

restricted cytokine, specifically driving eosinophil proliferation and activation[74]. 

Clinical applications of GM-CSF have been the subject of substantial research. From the 

early 1990s, recombinant GM-CSF21 has been sporadically used to treat neutropenia[76], 

stimulate myeloid reconstitution following chemotherapy or transplantation and peripheral 

mobilization of progenitors prior to harvest for transplantation[77]. GM-CSF has also been 

used to prime an immune response in neuroblastoma patients prior to treatment with anti-

GD2 antibodies[78]. However, in AML patients, the use of GM-CSF in combination with 

                                                   

21 GM-CSF synthesized in yeast (sargramostim), bacteria (molgramostim), or murine cells (regramostim)[75]. 
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chemotherapy resulted in reduced rates of complete remission[79]. Recently, oncolytic 

viruses engineered to express GM-CSF increased median survival in patients with solid 

tumors[80, 81], consistent with the findings that GM-CSF can drive immunological 

invasion[82]22. These paradoxical roles for GM-CSF reflect a cytokine with broad and 

context-dependent functions. 

1.2.2 CSF2RB deficiencies and knockouts 

For the breadth of pathways and cell types influenced by CSF2RB signaling, the signals also 

seem surprisingly redundant with alternate pathways which compensate for their loss. 

Pulmonary alveolar proteinosis (PAP), a strikingly rare disease with an incidence below 1 in 

150,000[85], is an autoimmunological disorder resulting from the production of GM-CSF 

directed antibodies. The absence of GM-CSF signal reduces alveolar macrophage function, 

leading to surfactant accumulation and dyspnea[86]. Standard treatments include whole 

lung lavage[87] or GM-CSF inhalation[88], with a 5-year survival rate for treated patients of 

94%[85]. 

One case report detailed a patient of consanguineous birth possessing a homozygous 

frameshift mutation (R211fs) in CSF2RB, a region in the protein distal of the 

transmembrane (TM) domain, which would code for a non-functional receptor[89]. The 

                                                   

22 Though the generation of GM-CSF in KRAS-mutant pancreatic ductal carcinoma drives accumulation of myeloid 
cells that suppress antitumor immunity[83, 84].  
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same mutation was found heterozygously in both parents, indicating the patient was likely 

born without a functional CSF2RB gene. This patient was asymptomatic until she developed 

adult onset PAP at 36 years old23. Remarkably, the inability to signal through CSF2RB did 

not noticeably impact the patient for 36 years. When the deficiency finally manifested, it 

occurred in a disease fully accounted for by the loss of GM-CSF signaling, making IL-3 and 

IL-5 appear increasingly dispensable. On the other hand, the rareness of PAP caused by 

CSF2RB deficiency (only two reported cases of a very rare but treatable disease) suggests 

there is some additional, selective pressure to preserve CSF2RB function. 

Several knock-out mouse lines have been generated investigating CSF2RB signaling, and the 

results paint a similar picture of minimal phenotypes. CSF2RB knockout mice lost affinity 

to GM-CSF and IL-5, though they retained IL-3 affinity as mice possess a second gene 

(CSF2RB224) capable of acting as the beta chain of an IL-3 receptor. CSF2RB deficient mice 

had fewer eosinophils (likely due to loss of IL-5 signaling) and symptoms similar to PAP 

(loss of GM-CSF signaling)[91]. Mice deficient in CSF2RB2 had minor decreases in IL-3 

affinity but showed no obvious hematopoietic abnormalities[92]. To get around the 

compensatory receptors, mice deficient in the IL-3 ligand were created and showed no 

changes in hematopoiesis but did have slightly altered parasitic[73] and general immune 

                                                   

23 The patient underwent bilateral lung transplant, only to recur 9 months later when donor alveolar macrophages were 
replaced by host macrophages[90]. 
24 Alternate names: IL3R, βIL-3, IL3RB2 
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responses[93, 94]. The ultimate mouse model was deficient in both CSF2RB and CSF2RB2, 

and showed no phenotypes other than those previously observed (decrease in eosinophils, 

PAP symptoms, minor changes in immune response), indicating that CSF2RB signaling is 

not essential for hematopoiesis[95]. 

1.2.3 CSF2RB overexpression and activating mutations 

Given the hematopoiesis-promoting effects of CSF2RB signaling, it is unsurprising that the 

CSF2RB family of receptors are consistently expressed in the majority of leukemias. A 

subset of AMLs show increased receptor expression, correlating with unfavorable 

phenotypes. The vast majority of AMLs show expression of CSF2RB, and 23% of AMLs 

present with high CSF2RB expression, correlating with an increased fraction of cycling 

blasts[96]. IL3RA is overexpressed in 45% of AMLs and B-ALLs, and in AML this 

overexpression correlated with increased blast cycling and a poorer prognosis[97]. 

Since CSF2RB is widely expressed or even overexpressed in leukemia, it would be 

reasonable to suspect it could carry activating mutations driving leukemic outgrowth. 

Several in vitro studies have demonstrated the ability for point mutations to drive ligand-

independent activation of CSF2RB. Particularly, screens focused on the membrane spanning 

and adjacent regions of CSF2RB identified a dozen mutations driving signals of varying 

strength[98]. While these activating mutations in the transmembrane domain have been 

used to characterize CSF2RB downstream signaling, little is known about the actual 

transmembrane domain itself[71]. The domain is commonly defined as residues 444-
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460[99] owing to computational domain modeling in a 1998 study[98], corresponding to a 

single-pass alpha helix domain. More advanced and modern modeling platforms indicate a 

larger domain to be more plausible, likely including residues 442-463 (Figure 2-6)[100]. 

The number of activating mutations within the transmembrane region is consistent with 

findings that such mutations frequently lead to ligand-independent receptor activation[101-

103]. In spite of these in vitro findings, CSF2RB mutations in leukemia are practically non-

existent. 

The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) shows CSF2RB mutations to be rare events in every 

cancer type—with the possible exception of melanoma (7% of cases)—and no observed 

mutations in leukemia[104, 105]. The catalogue of somatic mutations in cancer (COSMIC) 

reports only a single CSF2RB coding mutation25 in 749 cases of AML[106]. Even more 

striking, the TM domain identified through in vitro screens as a hotspot for activating 

mutations, is completely unmutated across the entire TCGA dataset (Figure 1-4). 

1.2.4 Summary 

CSF2RB is a widely-acting cytokine receptor, driving hematopoietic expansion and 

activation. It can be mutationally activated in in vitro screens and is frequently 

overexpressed in leukemia. Given the redundant or non-essential roles played by CSF2RB, 

                                                   

25 A missense D852A mutation in the cytoplasmic domain, which has been confirmed somatic but has not been tested in 
vitro. 
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it represents an excellent target for therapeutics with minimal toxicity. In spite of these 

findings, a functional CSF2RB mutation has not been reported in any case of cancer. In this 

dissertation, evidence for and characterization of the first instance of an activated CSF2RB 

variant found in a human patient are presented. These findings will impact future studies 

involving genomic sequencing of leukemia patients, as well as basic research into the 

mechanisms of CSF2RB activation and signaling. 
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Figure 1-1 Non-recurrently mutated genes in AML form a long tail. 

Number of AML patients with mutations in a given gene as reported by TCGA. The long 

tail to the right indicates the number of rarely mutated genes found in AML. Figure 

courtesy of Jeff Tyner[107]. 
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Figure 1-2 CSF2RB signals through a dodecameric complex with a ligand and 

ligand-specific alpha chain. 

CSF2RB is a single-pass transmembrane receptor for IL-3, IL-5 and GM-CSF. In each case, 

the high-affinity receptor is formed by the combination of CSF2RB with a ligand-specific 

alpha chain (IL3RA, IL5RA, CSF2RA). JAK2 dimerization is essential for cross-

phosphorylation and phosphorylation of additional tyrosine residues on the cytoplasmic tail 

of CSF2RB. In a hexameric conformation the two CSF2RB chains are too distant to allow 

JAK2 activation. The final signaling complex is dodecameric, where the proximity of 

intracellular CSF2RB chains and associated JAK2 kinases activates downstream signaling. 

Figure inspired by [108]. 
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Figure 1-3 CSF2RB activates signaling through JAK2/STAT5 and several other 

pathways. 

CSF2RB activation first results in activation of JAK2 and STAT5. Activated JAK2 also 

phosphorylates additional tyrosine residues on CSF2RB, allowing docking of additional 

signaling molecules and activation of several pathways including MEK/ERK and 

PI3K/AKT. Figure created by Michelle Perugini[109]. 
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Figure 1-4 CSF2RB mutations in all cancers as reported by TCGA. 

Every CSF2RB mutation reported in TCGA is visualized above. The annotations of 

transmembrane domain and surrounding residues were added for this figure. 
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2.1 Article 

Colony stimulating factor 2 receptor beta (CSF2RB) is the shared beta-chain receptor and 

essential signaling component for IL-3, IL-5 and GM-CSF receptor activation. In the 

context of GM-CSF signaling, the ligand-specific alpha chain (CSF2RA) complexes with 

CSF2RB and GM-CSF ligand, forming a dodecameric complex in which the proximity of 

CSF2RB subunits allows associated JAK2 kinases to trans-phosphorylate[71]. CSF2RB 

signals through several pathways including JAK2/STAT5, PI3K/mTOR and MEK/ERK to 

promote survival, proliferation and differentiation (reviewed in [110]). Both spontaneous 

transformation[64, 111] and random mutagenesis[64, 98] screens have shown that CSF2RB 

mutations can result in ligand-independent activation in vitro. However, these predicted 

oncogenic mutations have never been observed clinically. In fact, the only phenotypic 

CSF2RB mutations reported are recessive, loss-of-function, germline mutations in 

pulmonary alveolar proteinosis[89]. As oncology moves toward an age of personalized and 

molecularly-targeted treatment it will require the identification and in vitro characterization 

of targetable genetic lesions. Here we describe the first case of a leukemia patient harboring 

a germline, CSF2RB-activating point mutation (R461C) and identify small molecule 

inhibitors with therapeutic potential against this mutation. 

We obtained a pediatric T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL, Figure 2-1A) with 

informed consent approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Oregon Health & Science 

University and Erasmus University Medical Center - Sophia Children’s Hospital. We 
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isolated mononuclear cells and performed deep sequencing as previously described[36], 

uncovering the CSF2RB R461C mutation at a 54% allele burden (Figure 2-1B and C). The 

patient also presented with somatic NOTCH1-truncation, NOTCH1 missense, and PTEN 

point mutations, all recurrent and leukemia-associated mutations[106] (other observed 

mutations in Table 2-1). R461C was later confirmed by Sanger sequencing as a 

heterozygous, germline variant using a minimal residual disease day 79 sample for normal 

DNA (Figure 2-1D). CSF2RB R461C has never been previously described in cancer 

patients (including public databases) but is listed as a SNP in the 1000 Genomes 

database[112] (rs371045078) at a low allele frequency (MAF=0.000998, 5 observations in 

1000 Genomes[112]; MAF=0.000272, 33 observations in the Exome Aggregation 

Consortium[113]) in exclusively heterozygous cases. Prior work has established that cancer-

predisposing mutations exist in the germline of healthy individuals at frequencies as high as 

1.1%, but those frequencies elevate to over 8% in children and adolescents with cancer, 

most of which demonstrate no family history of cancer[114]. Congenital mutations in 

CSF3R have also been observed to precede the development of acute myeloid 

leukemia[115]. In addition, there are numerous reports of families with gain-of-function 

germline mutations in receptors with similar biology as CSF2RB (e.g., CSF3R[116], 

EPOR[117], MPL[118]) and in many of these pedigrees the affected family members do not 

develop overt leukemia, though they sometimes exhibit elevated blood counts. 
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The location of this variant, within the putative membrane-spanning portion of the 

receptor, is of particular interest as this region is a hot spot for activating mutations in 

vitro[98]. Previously, mutations altering the number of membrane-spanning or membrane-

adjacent unpaired cysteines have been shown to activate the IL-7 receptor in T-ALL[119] 

and RET in medullary thyroid carcinoma[120]. CSF2RB has been shown to be partially 

activated in vitro by replacement of the extracellular domain with a short, cysteine-

containing sequence[64]. Lastly, multiple sequence alignment of CSF2RB homologues 

demonstrated that arginine 461 is conserved across most mammals (Figure 2-2) increasing 

the potential that R461C could have functional relevance and cooperate with canonical 

leukemogenic mutations. Accordingly, we hypothesized that R461C could activate 

CSF2RB-signaling and contribute to the patient’s leukemia.  

We cloned CSF2RB R461C into the pMXs-IRES-Puro plasmid and transfected into IL-3-

dependent murine Ba/F3 cells by electroporation. Stably transfected cells were selected 

using two weeks of continual 2µg/ml puromycin selection prior to performing IL-3 

withdrawal transformation assays as previously described[36]. R461C conferred factor-

independent growth while wild-type (WT) CSF2RB did not (Figure 2-3A, Figure 2-4). The 

full CSF2RB transgene was sequence confirmed in two biologically replicate, IL-3 

independent cell lines and used for further studies. 
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We identified that CSF2RB R461C expression resulted in an accumulation of surface 

CSF2RB protein, relative to WT, prior to IL-3 withdrawal when assayed by flow cytometry 

(Figure 2-5). Furthermore, immunoblot analysis showed that the R461C protein is 

significantly increased in IL-3-independent cells relative to WT cells grown in IL-3 (Figure 

2-3B, details and all antibodies included Supplemental methods and Table 2-2). As both 

exogenous versions of CSF2RB were expressed by identical promoters we rationalized that 

the accumulation was due to changes in CSF2RB protein stability. We performed 

cycloheximide time course experiments using 100ug/ml cycloheximide in DMSO followed 

by staining with PE-conjugated anti-CSF2RB to determine alterations in surface protein 

stability. The R461C mutant possessed a prolonged surface half-life relative to WT CSF2RB 

(6.5 vs 3.6 hours; Figure 2-3C). Given the presence of a novel cysteine and increased 

stability in the R461C mutant, we investigated disulfide-linked receptor oligomerization by 

immunoblot under non-reducing conditions. Comparing the WT- and R461C-expressing 

cells, we observed CSF2RB-containing complexes of ~500 kDa that showed a reduced 

intensity when 2-mercaptoethanol was added to the lysate (normally CSF2RB runs at 125 

kDa, Figure 2-3D), indicating R461C enables novel disulfide interactions with additional 

CSF2RB monomers or other endogenous receptors. 

Previous studies have shown that mutations within receptor transmembrane domains can 

result in constitutive receptor oligomerization and activation[118-120]. The role of the 

CSF2RB transmembrane domain in receptor stability and signal transduction has not been 
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characterized[71]. Even the boundaries of the membrane-spanning region have not been 

empirically studied, though it is commonly assumed to span residues 444-460 based on 

early domain modeling[98]. Various modern models consistently predict a much larger 

domain (Figure 2-6), including residue 461, suggesting R461C might be within the 

transmembrane domain and alter receptor-receptor interactions. Another possibility is that 

the loss of a charged residue near the membrane boundary could result in shifting or fluidity 

of the transmembrane domain of the mutant receptor. 

Using immunoblot and co-immunoprecipitation analysis, we showed that transformed 

Ba/F3 cells expressing CSF2RB R461C exhibited constitutive receptor phosphorylation and 

signaled through several pathways, including STAT5, PI3K/mTOR1, and MEK/ERK 

(Figure 2-7A and B). To identify therapeutically targetable pathways we utilized a 104 small 

molecule inhibitor library screen, as previously described[36, 121], and compared IC50 

values for R461C-expressing cells to WT-expressing cells. JAK inhibitors (Tofacitinib, 

Ruxolitinib, and AZD1480) constituted the three top hits in the screen (Figure 2-7C, 

Figure 2-8A-C, full screen Table 2-3). These treatments were specific and cytotoxic, 

inducing apoptosis in R461C-expressing cells (Figure 2-7D and Figure 2-8D). While these 

inhibitors have a differential specificity for targeting JAK kinases (Tofacitinib: JAK2/3, 

Ruxolitinib: JAK1/2, AZD1480: JAK2), the strongest target is JAK2. We also observed 

reduced levels of total JAK2 in R461C cells (Figure 2-7B), which is consistent with JAK2 

activation and then degradation through a STAT5/SOCS-1 negative feedback loop[122]. 
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These results suggest a dependency on the JAK/STAT pathway that is consistent with 

ligand-independent activation of CSF2RB in R461C-expressing cells. Targeted inhibition of 

JAK2 using AZD1480 quickly reduced levels of phosphorylated STAT5, validating the 

specific nature of the inhibition and highlighting JAK2 as the key mediator of CSF2RB 

R461C signaling (Figure 2-7E).  

In sequencing 449 primary hematopoietic malignancies, we found 7 additional CSF2RB 

mutations (Table 2-4) but none were membrane spanning and all 7 were incapable of 

transforming Ba/F3 cells (data not shown). Several other CSF2RB-activating mutations 

have been observed in vitro, but have not been observed in primary patient samples. 

CSF2RB R461C is a rare germline variant and recent studies of germline cancer-

predisposing mutations have not included CSF2RB[114], possibly because of the lack of 

previous evidence showing the oncogenic potential of CSF2RB. Our data would support the 

inclusion of CSF2RB in future studies. CSF2RB R461C is a transforming mutation in vitro, 

and further investigation is necessary to determine its status as a predisposing or cooperative 

congenital mutation.  

CSF2RB has previously been shown to become factor-independent through in vitro 

mutagenesis screens. One such screen successfully predicted R461C to be an active 

variant[98] (though insufficient to transform Ba/F3 cells in a short-term withdrawal assay), 

demonstrating the potential for predictive mutagenesis screens. In spite of this in vitro 

evidence, there has never before been a reported case of cancer with a CSF2RB-activating 
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mutation. We have demonstrated for the first time that a targetable CSF2RB variant found 

in a human leukemia confers factor-independent growth, receptor phosphorylation and 

accumulation, and constitutive JAK/STAT pathway activation. Our findings contribute to 

ongoing efforts to identify potential germline predisposition mutations in pediatric cancers, 

and are consistent with observations that genetic alterations activating cytokine receptor 

pathways are common in leukemia. Our research highlights the need for basic research to 

investigate and characterize the functional role of the CSF2RB transmembrane domain in 

signaling and recycling of the receptor. Finally, JAK inhibitors blocked the growth of 

R461C-transformed cells, thereby providing a therapeutic rationale to consider JAK 

inhibitors in any future cases of CSF2RB-activated leukemias.  
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2.2 Materials & Methods 

2.2.1.1 Patient samples and genomic analysis 

Clinical samples were obtained with informed consent approved by the Institutional Review 

Boards of Oregon Health & Science University and Erasmus University Medical Center - 

Sophia Children’s Hospital. Bone marrow or blood samples from patients with acute 

leukemia were separated using a Ficoll gradient followed by red blood cell lysis. Cells were 

cultured in RPMI-1640 medium (Invitrogen) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, 

Atlanta Biologicals), L-glutamine (Invitrogen), fungizone (Invitrogen), 

penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen), and 10-4M 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma). 

Genomic DNA was isolated from cryopreserved patient sample material using Qiagen 

DNeasy columns. DNA was fragmented by sonication using an S2 Sonicator (Corvaris). 

Fragmented DNA was then processed according to the SeqEZ protocol 

(Nimblegen/Roche), which is based on the TruSeq protocol (Illumina). Solution capture 

was performed using a custom DNA probe capture library previously described[36]. The 

libraries were sequenced on a HiSeq 2000 sequencer (Illumina) followed by FASTQ 

assembly using the CASAVA pipeline (Illumina). Sequence capture, library preparation, and 

deep sequencing were performed by the OHSU Massively Parallel Sequencing Shared 

Resource. 
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Sanger sequencing of CSF2RB mutations was confirmed by PCR amplification of CSF2RB 

exons 10 and 11 using M13-tagged primers (Exon10&11F gtaaaacgacggccagCCCTGAGGT 

CGATTTCCC, Exon10&11R caggaaacagctatgaccGGACAGAGACAAGAGAGGCAG) 

followed by sequencing with M13 forward (GTAAAACGACGGCCAGT) and reverse 

(CAGGAAACAGCTATGACC) primers. 

2.2.1.2 Cell culture 

Ba/F3 cells were obtained from ATCC and grown in RPMI 1640 medium with 10% FBS, 

L-glutamine, fungizone, penicillin-streptomycin, and15% WEHI-conditioned medium (a 

source of IL3).  

2.2.1.3 Ba/F3 transformation assay 

The CSF2RB R461C mutation was cloned as previously described[36] into the pMXs-IRES-

Puro plasmid. 2.5e7 pro-B Ba/F3 cells were electroporated in a 0.4mm cuvette at 300V for 

two 25ms pulses with 40µg of plasmid. Stably transfected cells were selected using two 

weeks of continual 2µg/ml puromycin selection. Parental Ba/F3 cells or those stably 

expressing CSF2RB WT or R461C were washed three times and re-suspended in RPMI 

1640 with 10% FBS, L-glutamine, fungizone and penicillin-streptomycin. Viable cell counts 

were obtained using a propidium iodide exclusion on a Guava Personal Cell Analysis System 

(Millipore). Genomic DNA was harvested from outgrown lines and the expressed transgene 

was confirmed by Sanger sequencing. 
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2.2.1.4 Immunoblot analysis 

Immunoblotting was performed as previously described[36] (all antibodies used in this study 

are listed in Table 2-2). Prior to lysis, cells were starved overnight in 0.1% FBS. Cells were 

lysed in Cell Lysis Buffer (Cell Signaling) containing Complete Mini Protease Inhibitor 

Cocktail Tablets (Roche), Phosphatase Inhibitor Cocktail 2 (Sigma) and 

Phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride solution (Sigma) and quantitated using a Bradford protein 

assay (Bio-Rad). Most samples were mixed with a concentrated protein loading dye 

containing 8% 2-mercaptoethanol prior to loading; for non-reducing gels the protein lysate 

was mixed with a 2-mercaptoethanol-free dye. Immunoprecipitations were performed with 

anti-CSF2RB or rabbit IgG isotype control. 

2.2.1.5 Cycloheximide time course 

Ba/F3 cells were treated with 100µg/ml cycloheximide in DMSO for the indicated times 

before washing in PBS with 0.5% FBS and staining for 45 minutes with PE-conjugated anti-

CSF2RB antibody. Cells were analyzed by flow cytometry (BD FACSAria IIIu and BD LSR 

II) for mean fluorescence intensity and normalized to untreated controls.  

2.2.1.6 Transmembrane domain prediction 

Consensus coding sequences for wildtype and R461C CSF2RB were analyzed by the 

indicated modeling programs. Top predictions that maintained a single transmembrane 

domain and type-I orientation are listed. 
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2.2.1.7 Small-molecule kinase inhibitor screen 

A library (previously described[121]) of 104 small-molecule kinase inhibitors across three 

384-well plates was used to determine inhibitors that specifically inhibited the growth of 

R461C-expressing cells. Cells were maintained in their culture media, where only WT 

cells were supplemented with 15% WEHI-conditioned media. Cells were plated at 400 

cells per well in 50µl total volume (8,000 cells per mL) and incubated for 3 days at 37°C, 

5% CO2 and then subjected to a CellTiter 96 AQueous One solution, tetrazolium-based, cell 

proliferation assay (Promega). All values were normalized to cells incubated in the absence 

of drug and IC50 values were calculated from the resulting kill curves of each drug gradient. 

Biologically replicate WT and R461C lines were run on this assay, with R461C-specific 

drugs identified as drugs with the largest percent difference in IC50 between WT and 

R461C cells. 
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2.3 Figures 

 

Figure 2-1 CSF2RB R461C is discovered in a primary T-ALL sample. 

(A) Clinical details for the CSF2RB-mutated patient. (B) Deep sequencing reads of a 

primary T-ALL sample for the R461C mutation. (C) Sanger sequencing confirmation of the 

observed mutation following PCR amplification of the patient’s leukemic gDNA. (D) 

Sanger sequencing of the same mutation using a day 79 minimal residual disease blood 

sample from the same patient indicates the mutation is germline. 
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Figure 2-2 R461 is a conserved residue in CSF2RB homologues. 

(A) Taxonomic distribution of mammalian species used for multiple sequence alignment. (B) Multiple sequence alignment for mammalian 

CSF2RB homologues. Alignment performed using CLUSTALO, 25.2% of positions were identical. 
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Figure 2-3 CSF2RB R461C is a transforming mutation which results in receptor 

stabilization and formation of higher molecular weight complexes. 

Biologically replicate Ba/F3 lines expressing CSF2RB WT or R461C were monitored for 

growth in the absence of IL-3. Validation experiments in Supplemental Figure 3. (B) 

CSF2RB immunoblot of transformed Ba/F3 lines. Prior to lysis the cells were starved 

overnight in 0.1% FBS. WT cells were grown in IL-3 supplemented media prior to 

overnight starvation. (C) Ba/F3 cells expressing CSF2RB WT or R461C were treated with 

cycloheximide and stained with PE-conjugated anti-CSF2RB antibody and analyzed by flow 

cytometry (BD FACSAria IIIu and BD LSR II). Normalized mean fluorescence intensity 

(MFI) is shown over time (*p<0.05, **p<0.01). (D) Protein lysates were analyzed by 

immunoblot to determine the presence of high molecular weight, CSF2RB-containing 

complexes. Treatment with a reducing agent (2-mercaptoethanol) is compared with lysate 
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boiling at 95°C. WT cells were grown in IL-3 supplemented media and prior to lysis all 

lines were starved overnight in 0.1% FBS. 
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Figure 2-4 CSF2RB R461C transforms Ba/F3 cells. 

Validation of the capacity of CSF2RB R461C to rapidly transform Ba/F3 cells following IL-

3 withdrawal, as shown in Figure 1A. Cells were infected using a MIG-CSF2RB construct 

by retrovirus, and then sorted for GFP+ cells. Outgrowth monitored by frequent counting 

of viable cells using Guava ViaCount (Millipore). 
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Figure 2-5 CSF2RB R461C is enriched in Ba/F3 prior to gaining factor 

independence. 
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(A) Ba/F3 cells transfected with WT or R461C CSF2RB and puromycin-selected were 

stained for CSF2RB and analyzed by flow cytometry. Percent of cells positive for surface 

CSF2RB displayed for three biological replicates. (B) Histograms for intensity of PE-

conjugated CSF2RB across biologically replicate lines, with mean fluorescent intensity 

(MFI) for positive cells shown at right. Stained and unstained parental Ba/F3 cells shown 

are as controls. Dotted line drawn at WT peak for reference. (C) MFI of PE-CSF2RB for 

10,000 cells in each sample (**p<0.01 WT vs R461C). 
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Figure 2-6 Residue R461 lies within the transmembrane domain of CSF2RB in 

most predictive models. 

(A) Illustration of transmembrane domain prediction models for CSF2RB (predicted 

domain in orange, residue 461 shown in bold). Uniprot uses no single model but a 

combination of four. The TMPred and maximum hydrophobicity window approaches 

yielded differing results for the WT (orange) and R461C (green) sequence. (B) List of 

prediction platforms, results, and servers used in this study. Uniprot[99], TmPred[123], 
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Max Hydrophobicity[124], MEMSAT-SVM[125-128], Phobius[129, 130], MEMSAT3[125-

128] Psipred[128, 131], TMHMM[132, 133], TOPCONS[134] 
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Figure 2-7 CSF2RB R461C is constitutively phosphorylated and activates 

canonical downstream pathways that are sensitive to JAK2 inhibition. 
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(A) CSF2RB was immunoprecipitated from transformed Ba/F3 lysates starved overnight in 

0.1% FBS and probed for CSF2RB or phosphorylated tyrosine residues on replicate blots 

(W – WT lysate, M – R461C mutant lysate). WT cells were grown in IL-3 supplemented 

media. (B) Immunoblot analysis for activation of canonical CSF2RB signaling members 

across biologically replicate lysates. WT cells were grown in IL-3 supplemented media and 

all lines were starved overnight in 0.1% FBS. (C) Biologically replicate WT and R461C 

lines were screened on a small molecule inhibitor library and the top three hits (determined 

by % IC50 difference between the two lines) were the JAK-inhibitors Tofacitinib, 

Ruxolitinib and AZD1480. The STAT3 inhibitor S31-201 was equally ineffective on both 

WT and R461C (*p<0.05, **p<0.01). WT cells were grown and tested in IL-3 

supplemented media. Key inhibitors are validated in Supplemental Figure 6A-C, full 

inhibitor panel results are found in Supplemental Table 3. (D) Lines were treated with 

indicated JAK-inhibitors (Ruxolitinib 350nM, Tofacitinib 350nM, AZD1480 1µM) for 48 

hours and analyzed for apoptotic induction using Annexin V staining and flow cytometry 

(Guava PCA). 24 hour reads are shown in Supplemental Figure 6D. (E) Cells were starved 

overnight in 0.1% FBS and then treated with the JAK2 specific inhibitor AZD1480 

(500nM) for the indicated time and immunoblotted for CSF2RB downstream signaling. 

WT cells were maintained in IL-3 supplemented media prior to starvation and treatment. 
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Figure 2-8 R461C cells are more sensitive to JAK-inhibitors than CSF2RB WT 

cells. 

(A-C) Ba/F3 cells were exposed to increasing concentrations of JAK-inhibitor for 72 hours 

prior to assessment of viability by a colorimetric assay. Normalized viability shown across 

drug concentrations (*p<0.05, **p<0.01). (D) Ba/F3 lines were treated for 24 hours with 

indicated JAK-inhibitors (Ruxolitinib 350nM, Tofacitinib 350nM, AZD1480 1µM) and 

analyzed for apoptotic induction using Annexin V staining and flow cytometry (Guava 

PCA). 48 hour reads shown in Figure 2D. 
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2.4 Tables 

Table 2-1 Co-occuring mutations in the T-ALL patient 

Gene 
CDS 

change Amino acid change Type 
COSMIC 
status Somatic confirmation 

CSF2RB C1381T R461C Missense Not found Germline 

PTEN C737G P246R Missense Full match Somatic 

NOTCH1 C6856GC L2286A… Frameshift insertion Not found Somatic 

NOTCH1 T4847A I1616N Missense Full match Somatic (subpopulation) 

LHCGR T47A L16Q Missense Full match Germline 

TRAT1 C361T R121C Missense Full match Germline 

IGF1R G361T E121* Nonsense Not found N/A (not tested) 

LRRK2 G1033A D345N Missense Not found N/A (not tested) 

MAST3 T2374C S792P Missense Not found N/A (not tested) 

NEK5 T2120G L707R Missense Not found N/A (not tested) 

PHKG2 G1174A D392N Missense Not found N/A (not tested) 

POMK T401G V134G Missense Not found N/A (not tested) 

 

All mutations in the patient that passed read quality filters and SNP exclusion criteria 

(MAF<0.001). Mutations were checked in COSMIC to determine if it was previously 

reported in a cancer case. Six mutations were investigated with Sanger sequencing of 

leukemic and normal DNA samples and determinations of germline or somatic status are 

listed. Sanger validation of Notch1 I1616N was faint in the leukemic sample, potentially 

indicating a subpopulation.
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Table 2-2 Antibodies used in this study 

 

A list of all antibodies used in these experiments. 

 

Target Antibody Vendor Clone Species 
Primary 
Dilution 

Secondary 
Antibody 

Secondary 
Dilution 

Predicted Size 
(kDa) 

CSF2RB sc-678 Santa Cruz K-17 Rb 1:200 HRPαRb 1:5000 130 

CSF2RB (PE-conjugated) 306104 Biolegend   Ms 1:50 n/a n/a n/a 

CSF2RB (Immunoprecipitation) sc-678 Santa Cruz K-17 Rb 1:25 n/a n/a n/a 

Normal rabbit IgG (Immunoprecipitation) sc-2027 Santa Cruz   Rb 1:12.5 n/a n/a n/a 

p-Tyrosine 05-321 Millipore 4G10 Ms 1:5000 HRPαMs 1:5000 n/a 

p-STAT5 (Y694) 9351 Cell Signaling   Rb 1:1000 HRPαRb 1:5000 90 

p-STAT3 (Y705) 9131 Cell Signaling  Rb 1:1000 HRPαRb 1:5000 79, 85 

Total STAT3 9139 Cell Signaling   Ms 1:1000 HRPαMs 1:5000 79, 86 

p-PI3 Kinase (p85 Y458, p55 Y199) 4228 Cell Signaling  Rb 1:1000 HRPαRb 1:5000 60, 85 

p-mTor (S2448) 5536 Cell Signaling D9C2 XP Rb 1:1000 HRPαRb 1:5000 289 

mTOR 2983 Cell Signaling 7C10 Rb 1:1000 HRPαRb 1:5000 289 

p-S6 Ribosomal Protein (S235/236) 4858 Cell Signaling D57.2.2E XP Rb 1:1000 HRPαRb 1:5000 32 

MEK1/2 9122 Cell Signaling  Rb 1:1000 HRPαRb 1:5000 45 

p-p44/42 MAPK (ERK1/2) (T202/Y204) 9101 Cell Signaling   Rb 1:1000 HRPαRb 1:5000 42, 44 

Total p44/42 MAPK (ERK 1/2) 9102 Cell Signaling  Rb 1:1000 HRPαRb 1:5000 42, 44 

Total Jak2 3230 Cell Signaling D2E12 XP Rb 1:1000 HRPαRb 1:5000 125 

GAPDH AM4300 ThermoFisher 6C5 Ms 1:5000 HRPαMs 1:5000 36 

Actin T 6074 Sigma B512 Ms 1:10000 HRPαMs 1:5000 54 
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Table 2-3 Complete results of the small-molecule inhibitor screen. 

  Calculated IC50 (nM)   

EffectiveDrug Targets 
WT1 
IC50 

WT2 
IC50 

Avg 
WT   

R461C 3 
IC50 

R461C 4 
IC50 

Avg 
R461C   %Diff 

Ruxolitinib 
(INCB018424)_2 

JAK 604 246 425  26 13 19  4.5% 

JAK Inhibitor I JAK 677 258 468  33 23 28  6.1% 

AZD1480 JAK-2 2345 1779 2062  179 116 147  7.1% 

Tofacitinib (CP-690550) JAK 1996 1951 1974  90 310 200  10.1% 

Ruxolitinib 
(INCB018424)_1 

JAK 1176 742 959  94 101 98  10.2% 

NVP-ADW742_1 IGF1R 10000 10000 10000  742 1480 1111  11.1% 

Bosutinib (SKI-606) Src, Abl 10000 10000 10000  632 1951 1291  12.9% 

JNJ-28312141 CSF1R/FLT3 10000 10000 10000  1906 852 1379  13.8% 

Lapatinib_2 ERB2/EGFR 10000 10000 10000  1289 1699 1494  14.9% 

NF-kB Activation Inhibitor NF-kB 205 230 218  18 57 38  17.3% 

Pazopanib (GW786034)_2 VEGFR/c-KIT 10000 9121 9561  2345 1231 1788  18.7% 

Canertinib (CI-1033) EGFR/ERB2 10000 10000 10000  1661 2400 2030  20.3% 

GDC-0941_2 PI3K 3021 2189 2605  725 458 592  22.7% 

PRT062607 Syk 7080 8711 7896  2043 1550 1796  22.8% 

Masitinib (AB-1010) KIT/PDGFR 10000 10000 10000  3163 2631 2897  29.0% 

Cediranib (AZD2171) VEGFR 10000 7763 8882  2755 2513 2634  29.7% 

Quizartinib (AC220)_2 FLT3 6919 9121 8020  2345 2571 2458  30.7% 

Trametinib (GSK1120212) MEK1/2 332 502 417  124 149 136  32.7% 

Dovitinib (CHIR-258) 
FLT3/ c-KIT/FGFR1/ 
FGFR3/VEGFR1,2,3,/ 
PDGFR/CSF1R 

3982 1381 2682  872 913 892  33.3% 

Cytopia (CYT387) JAK1/JAK2 1446 1231 1339  725 364 545  40.7% 

Ibrutinib (PCI 32765) BTK 10000 10000 10000  3163 5130 4146  41.5% 

Arsenic Trioxide  10000 9121 9561  3891 4899 4395  46.0% 

Quizartinib (AC220)_1 FLT3 3163 5249 4206  1863 2090 1977  47.0% 

Crizotinib (PF-2341066)_2 ALK 2456 1906 2181  1350 742 1046  48.0% 

JNJ-7706621 CDK/cyclin, AuroraA and B 2631 5013 3822  1996 1863 1930  50.5% 
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Neratinib (HKI-272) ERB2/EGFR 6311 6762 6536  576 6027 3302  50.5% 

Midostaurin (PKC412) PKC 1149 814 981  795 230 513  52.2% 

KU-55933 PI3K/mTOR/ATM 10000 6167 8083  5755 2693 4224  52.3% 

17-AAG (Tanespimycin) Hsp90 647 220 433  264 192 228  52.6% 

GSK-1838705A IGF1R and ALK 3312 3632 3472  1996 1661 1828  52.7% 

Axitinib (AG-013736) VEGFR1,2,3/PDGFR/cKIT 2292 2043 2167  1515 956 1235  57.0% 

NVP-ADW742_2 IGF1R 10000 10000 10000  4468 7414 5941  59.4% 

Tivozanib (AV-951) VEGFR 10000 8129 9065  6919 3891 5405  59.6% 

Pelitinib (EKB-569) ERB1,2,4 1996 1231 1614  833 1097 965  59.8% 

Saracatinib (AZD0530) Src/Fyn/Lyn/Blk/Fgr/Lck 10000 10000 10000  2043 10000 6021  60.2% 

Ponatinib (AP24534)_1 
BCR/ABL T315I 
/FLT3/RET/KIT/FGFR/PDGFR 

280 220 250  182 123 152  61.0% 

GDC-0941_1 PI3K 6167 4899 5533  2139 4678 3409  61.6% 

Erlotinib_2 EGFR/JAK2V617F 10000 10000 10000  2345 10000 6173  61.7% 

Vargetef VEGFR, PDGFR, FGFR 2139 10000 6069  448 7245 3847  63.4% 

KI20227 
CSF1R, VEGFR, c-KIT 
PDGFRB 

8512 8711 8612  7763 3237 5500  63.9% 

Pazopanib (GW786034)_1 VEGFR/c-KIT 10000 10000 10000  4572 8319 6445  64.5% 

Gefitinib_2 EGFR 10000 10000 10000  5130 7763 6447  64.5% 

Erlotinib_1 EGFR/JAK2V617F 10000 10000 10000  5371 7587 6479  64.8% 

MK-2206 AKT1,2,3 10000 10000 10000  3091 10000 6546  65.5% 

SU11274 MET 4787 5130 4958  3389 3237 3313  66.8% 

Vandetanib (ZD6474) VEGFR, EGFR, RET 10000 10000 10000  3468 10000 6734  67.3% 

Rapamycin_1 mTOR, IL2 16 11 14  10 9 9  68.2% 

PI-103 P13K 1231 913 1072  469 1001 735  68.5% 

GW-2580_1 CSF1R 10000 10000 10000  10000 3803 6901  69.0% 

LY-333531 PKCB 4899 4572 4735  3237 3389 3313  70.0% 

Ponatinib (AP24534)_2 
BCR/ABL T315I 
/FLT3/RET/KIT/FGFR/PDGFR 

244 212 228  198 125 161  70.8% 

MLN120B IKKB 5000 5000 5000  2275 5000 3638  72.8% 

INK-128 mTOR 36 22 29  20 22 21  73.0% 

Lapatinib_1 ERB2/EGFR 10000 10000 10000  5013 10000 7506  75.1% 

Selumetinib (AZD6244) MEK1 10000 10000 10000  8914 6167 7540  75.4% 

Rapamycin_2 mTOR, IL2 10 9 10  7 8 8  78.5% 
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Afatinib (BIBW-2992) ERB2/EGFR 1203 892 1048  677 978 828  79.0% 

Azacytidine  10000 10000 10000  6311 10000 8155  81.6% 

VX-745 p-38a MAPK 10000 10000 10000  6311 10000 8155  81.6% 

NVP-TAE684 ALK 1739 2755 2247  1550 2139 1844  82.1% 

Elesclomol Hsp90/apoptosis 7 6 7  6 5 6  83.3% 

S31-201 STAT3 10000 8711 9355  6458 9334 7896  84.4% 

AT7519 CDK 2043 1480 1761  1779 1231 1505  85.5% 

GSK-1904529A_2 IGF1R and IR 10000 10000 10000  10000 7245 8623  86.2% 

Foretinib (XL880) MET, VEGFR2,KDR 2292 1996 2144  1906 1821 1864  86.9% 

Gefitinib_1 EGFR 10000 10000 10000  7587 10000 8793  87.9% 

PHA-665752 c-Met 1821 2043 1932  1480 1996 1738  90.0% 

KW-2449 FLT3/ABL/FGFR1/AuroraA 1586 1906 1746  1203 1996 1600  91.6% 

H-89 PKA 4075 10000 7037  5889 7414 6652  94.5% 

BEZ235 PI3K/mTOR 8 7 8  8 7 7  95.7% 

Imatinib BCR/ABL, KIT 10000 9551 9775  8711 10000 9355  95.7% 

Crenolanib_1 PDGFRA/B 1289 1231 1260  1176 1260 1218  96.6% 

ABT-737 Bcl-2 10000 10000 10000  10000 9334 9667  96.7% 

Crenolanib_2 PDGFRA/B 1550 1176 1363  1048 1661 1354  99.4% 

Carbozantinib (XL184) MET and VEGFR2 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

CHIR-99021 GSK3-B 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

CI-1040 (PD184352) MEK/MAPK 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

Dasatinib_1 BCR/ABL, SRC, c-Kit 1000 1000 1000  1000 1000 1000  100.0% 

Dasatinib_2 BCR/ABL, SRC, c-Kit 1000 1000 1000  1000 1000 1000  100.0% 

Doramapimod (BIRB 796) MAPK 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

GDC-0879 B-RAFV600E/pERK 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

GS-1101 (CAL-101) PI3K 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

GSK-1904529A_1 IGF1R and IR 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

GSK690693 AKT 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

GW-2580_2 CSF1R 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

JNJ-38877605 c-MET 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

Linifanib (ABT-869) VEGFR/PDGFR/KDR/CSF1R 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

MGCD-265 MET/VEGFR/Tie2 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

Motesanib (AMG-706) VEGFR1,2,3/PDGFR/cKIT/RET 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 
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Nilotinib_1 BCR-ABL/KIT/LCK/EPHA/DDR 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

Nilotinib_2 BCR-ABL/KIT/LCK/EPHA/DDR 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

PHT-427 AKT, PDPK1 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

RAF265 (CHIR-265) B-RAF/VEGFR 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

Regorafenib (BAY 73-
4506) 

c-KIT/VEGFR1,2/B-
Raf/RET/PDGFR 

10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

Roscovitine (CYC-202) cdc/cdk/cyclin 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

SB-431542 ALK5 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

SGX-523 MET 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

Sorafenib_1 VEGFR, PDGFR, RAF 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

Sorafenib_2 VEGFR, PDGFR, RAF 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

STO609 CAMKK 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

Sunitinib_1 
PDGFR, VEGFR, KIT, RET, 
CSF1R, FLT3 

1000 1000 1000  1000 1000 1000  100.0% 

Sunitinib_2 
PDGFR, VEGFR, KIT, RET, 
CSF1R, FLT3 

1000 1000 1000  1000 1000 1000  100.0% 

TG100-115 PI3K 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

Vatalanib (PTK787) VEGFR, KIT, PDGFR 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

Vemurafenib (PLX-4032)_1 B-Raf(V600E), C-Raf 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

Vemurafenib (PLX-4032)_2 B-Raf(V600E), C-Raf 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

Vismodegib (GDC-0449) hedgehog 10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

XAV-939 
TNKS1, 2 (wnt b-catenin 
pathway) 

10000 10000 10000  10000 10000 10000  100.0% 

PP242 mTOR 514 332 423  563 296 430  101.6% 

Crizotinib (PF-2341066)_1 ALK 2755 1623 2189  2456 2090 2273  103.8% 

MLN8054 Aurora A 2400 2400 2400  2952 2043 2497  104.1% 

DBZ Notch 8711 10000 9355  10000 10000 10000  106.9% 

PD173955 BCR-ABL, SRC 3312 3803 3558  4468 3716 4092  115.0% 

Alisertib (MLN8237) Aurora A 296 469 382  604 276 440  115.1% 

Velcade (Bortezomib) proteasome inhibitor 1623 693 1158  1176 1623 1399  120.9% 

YM-155 survivin 1000 618 809  1000 1000 1000  123.6% 

BMS-345541 IKK 2292 4366 3329  3803 5496 4650  139.7% 

A-674563 AKT 709 777 743  1661 725 1193  160.5% 

Flavopiridol cdk 241 152 197  448 187 317  161.5% 
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SNS-032 (BMS-387032) CDK2 1001 852 927  1906 1231 1569  169.3% 

BI-2536 PLK1 36 30 33  159 56 108  324.8% 

Barasertib (AZD1152-
HQPA) 

Aurora B 116 64 90  340 276 308  342.5% 

Tozasertib (VX-680) pan-Aurora  48 79 63  205 332 269  425.1% 

 

Biologically replicate WT and R461C lines were run on a screen of 104 small-molecule kinase inhibitors as previously described1. R461C 

cells were IL-3 independent and tested in IL-3 free media, while WT cells were grown and tested in IL-3 supplemented media. 

Colorimetric viability readouts (MTS) at 72 hours are used to compute IC50 values. Average WT and R461C IC50 are compared and the 

table is sorted for percent difference between the two. The top ranked inhibitors are those most selective for CSF2RB R461C.
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Table 2-4 Mutations found in primary leukemic samples 

Diagnosis 
CCDS 

Change 
Amino Acid 

Change Location 

AML G145A D49N Extracellular 

Ph- aCML G553A A185T Extracellular 

Ph+ CML T626C V209A Extracellular 

T-ALL C1381T R461C Membrane spanning or adjacent 

B-ALL G1570T V524L Cytoplasmic 

B-ALL C1661T T544M Cytoplasmic 

AMML - M4 G1940T G647V Cytoplasmic 

AML - M5 G1940T G647V Cytoplasmic 

B-ALL C2497G L833V Cytoplasmic 

    

    
* Leukemia patient cohort consists of 449 total leukemias:  

  184 MPN, 147 AML, 108 ALL (92 B-ALL, 16 T-ALL, 5 undefined lymphoid leukemias), 10 other 

 

A list of all CSF2RB missense mutations found in patients and tested in the Ba/F3 

transformation assay; only R461C transformed Ba/F3 cells. The composition of the 449 

leukemia cohort is listed by diagnosis type. 
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3 Analysis of acquired mutations in transgenes arising 
in Ba/F3 transformation assays: Findings and 
recommendations 

 

Kevin Watanabe-Smith, Jamila Godil, Anupriya Agarwal, Cristina Tognon, Brian Druker 

This manuscript was submitted November 21st, 2016 to Oncotarget, where it has been 

accepted for publication following minor revision. I formulated and designed the complete 

experimental approach in this manuscript with feedback from Dr. Tognon. I developed the 

protocols for limiting dilution analysis and 6-TG survival assays, which were not previously 

performed in our laboratory. I performed all of the experiments, with the exception of one 

iteration of the methodology outlined in Figure 3-1, which was performed by Jamila Godil 

(a summer student I mentored). I analyzed the data with Jamila Godil and personally drew 

conclusions from the results. I wrote the manuscript with feedback and editing from the 

other authors. 
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3.1 Abstract 

The identification and functional validation of potentially oncogenic mutations in leukemia 

is an essential step toward a future of personalized targeted therapy. To assess the oncogenic 

capacity of individual mutations, reliable and scalable in vitro experimental approaches are 

required. Since 1988, researchers have used the IL-3 dependent Ba/F3 transformation assay 

to validate the oncogenic potential of mutations to drive factor-independent growth. Here 

we report a previously unrecognized phenomenon whereby Ba/F3 cells, engineered to 

express weakly transforming mutations, present with additional acquired mutations in the 

expressed transgene following factor withdrawal. Using four mutations with known 

transformative capacity in three cytokine receptors (CSF2RB, CSF3R and IL7R), we 

demonstrate that the mutated receptors are highly susceptible to acquiring additional 

mutations. These acquired mutations of unknown functional significance are selected by 

factor withdrawal but appear to exist prior to the removal of growth factor. This anomaly 

has the potential to confound efforts to both validate and characterize oncogenic mutations 

in leukemia, particularly when it is not standard practice to sequence validate cDNAs from 

transformed Ba/F3 lines. We present specific recommendations to detect and mitigate this 

phenomenon in future research using Ba/F3 transformation assays, along with methods to 

make the Ba/F3 assay more quantitative. 
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3.2 Introduction 

In 1988, George Daley and David Baltimore established that BCR-ABL—the gene fusion 

product found in almost every case of chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML)[135]—was 

oncogenic using the murine Ba/F3 cell line[8]. This cell line, derived from pro-B bone 

marrow cells, required interleukin 3 (IL-3) for normal proliferation and survival[25]. Stable 

expression of BCR-ABL in Ba/F3 cells blocked apoptosis and promoted proliferation, 

resulting in IL-3 independent growth[8] and, as a result, a new transformation assay was 

created. The Ba/F3 system was a superior model for hematopoietic malignancies in contrast 

to earlier NIH 3T3 growth-foci formation assays, where the BCR-ABL fusion was 

insufficient to transform fibroblasts[18].  

In a typical Ba/F3 transformation assay, Ba/F3 cells are infected by a retrovirus or 

electroporated with a plasmid, driving expression of a gene of interest. Cells expressing the 

transgene are selected for by FACS or antibiotic treatment based on additional markers 

within the vectors, and then washed to remove IL-3 from the culture medium to initiate a 

cytokine-independent growth assay. Growth is monitored for two or three weeks. If cells 

continue to proliferate it is concluded that the transgene is transformative and an active 

oncogene. The resulting transformed Ba/F3 cells are frequently used for pathway analysis 

to characterize mechanisms of oncogenic signaling or to test the effects of selective targeted 

inhibitors on cell growth and survival[46]. A meta-analysis of all articles, published between 

2014 and 2016, using the Ba/F3 system indicates that the cells are not sequenced following 
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oncogenic transformation to detect the presence of additional mutations in the expressed 

transgene[136-159] (Table 3-1, Table 3-2). 

While testing a transforming CSF2RB mutation in a previous study[100], we noted that 

CSF2RB R461C-expressing cells demonstrated two reliable phenotypes: IL-3 independent 

growth and acquired mutations in the CSF2RB transgene following IL-3 withdrawal. 

Interestingly, when the CSF2RB wildtype-expressing cells spontaneously transformed it 

was only through the acquisition of a previously characterized transforming mutation 

(V449E)[160]. Conversely, R461C-expressing cells acquired a series of divergent mutations 

that were found throughout the receptor.  

These observations led us to expand our investigation to include additional genes with well-

established activating mutations in order to determine the prevalence and rate of acquired 

mutations that occur in this system. We found that acquired mutations are not unique to 

CSF2RB R461C but are similarly present in CSF3R variants. These acquired mutations are 

more common in weakly-transforming constructs. Withdrawal of IL-3 serves as a selective 

pressure to enrich for acquired mutations, but our data suggest these mutations exist prior 

to factor withdrawal. In contrast to earlier findings[65], we find no evidence that the time 

spent in culture between viral infection and factor withdrawal influences transformation 

rate. We recommend that future studies using the Ba/F3 transformation assay verify the 

complete sequence of the ectopically expressed transgene prior to pathway characterization 
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and publication of results. These recommendations are particularly critical for weakly or 

slowly transforming mutations, where acquired mutations appear to be most prevalent.    

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Experimental Design 

Three cytokine receptors harboring four unique oncogenic mutations along with wild type 

control receptors were selected for this study based upon their well-established 

transformation capability (Table 3-3). CSF2RB R461C is a germline mutation found in a T-

ALL patient and shown to activate ligand-independent signaling in vitro[100]. CSF3R T618I 

is a prominent mutation in CNLs and aCMLs and leads to ligand-independent 

activation[36]. CSF3R truncation mutations (including W791X) have also been reported in 

both CNL and aCML[36], resulting in surface receptor accumulation through altered 

endocytosis and degradation[115, 161]. IL7R 243InsPPCL was described in a B-ALL 

patient[162] and is one of a group of mutations in pediatric ALLs that activate IL7R by 

introducing unpaired cysteine residues in the membrane-proximal region of the receptor 

that cause constitutive dimerization[119]. Expression of BCR-ABL fusion or empty vector 

served as positive and negative controls, respectively, for transformation of Ba/F3 cells in 

our assays. 

The schematic diagram in Figure 3-1 describes the protocol used to create and collect 

samples for subsequent sequence verification. Retrovirally infected Ba/F3 cells were sorted 
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by GFP-positive FACS 48-hours post-infection and a series of limiting dilution plates were 

created. On day 9, a second series of limiting dilution plates were created. On day 10 each 

flask was triple-washed and split into replicate flasks to monitor IL-3 independent growth. 

Cells undergoing IL-3 withdrawal were monitored using a Guava ViaCount for 21 days. 

While variability was evident between biological replicates, technical replicate flasks from 

the same infected cell line exhibited near identical outgrowth curves (Figure 3-2A). Time to 

factor-independent growth is represented by the number of days to reach 500% of viable 

cells in the initial culture (Figure 3-2B). 

Genomic DNA (gDNA) was immediately harvested from every outgrown line once factor-

independent proliferation was evident. Genomic DNA was harvested from cell lines 

cultured in IL-3 containing media at the point of factor withdrawal (day 10) and also at day 

31, which represents the complete length of the transformation assay. Transgenes were 

PCR amplified from gDNA using vector-specific primers, Sanger sequencing was 

performed, and all mutations from every cell line were comprehensively catalogued. 

3.3.2 Acquired mutations detected in transformed lines 

Sanger sequencing of these cell lines revealed acquired mutations in the one CSF2RB WT 

line that transformed (1 of 3) and every CSF3R WT line (4 of 4), all of which transformed 

(Figure 3-2C, Table 3-4). The majority of CSF2RB R461C lines (4 of 5) and CSF3R 

W791X lines (3 of 4) also presented with a variety of additional acquired mutations (Figure 

2C). The CSF3R T618I lines were the most rapidly transforming and did not contain 
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acquired mutations, nor did the slightly slower-growing IL7R 243InsPPCL lines. The 

empty vector (negative control) transformed once and sequencing revealed a contamination 

with IL7R Ins243PPCL in both replicate flasks, demonstrating the ability to detect cross-

contamination in our experimental design. In all but one case (11 of 12), replicate 

withdrawal flasks exhibited identical acquired mutations upon sequencing (Table 3-4), 

indicating the acquired mutations were likely present prior to IL-3 withdrawal. To rule out 

the possibility that acquired mutations are merely a function of time in culture, we 

sequenced the transgene of cells on the day of withdrawal (day 10, baseline) and again 

following 21 days in culture with IL-3 (day 31, cultured). Sequencing revealed mutations in 

only 1 of 15 cultured lines (Table 3-4), indicating that the acquired mutations do not 

provide a competitive, proliferative advantage while growing in IL-3-supplemented media. 

3.3.3 CSF2RB R461C does not drive genomic instability 

The high rate of acquired mutations in CSF2RB R461C, both reported here and observed in 

our prior experiments, led us to question if the variant caused widespread mutagenesis or 

genomic instability. To address this, we performed a 6-thioguanine (6-TG) survival assay 

following retroviral infection. In this assay, only cells that possess a higher capability to 

induce mutations through genomic instability or other mechanisms will be capable of 

mutationally inactivating HPRT to survive 6-TG treatment. We observed no increase in 

survival for CSF2RB R461C cells compared to controls (ENU-treated and no infection) or 
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any other transformed cell line (Figure 3-3), indicating that the CSF2RB R461C mutation is 

not causing genetic instability. 

3.3.4 Transformation rate determined by limiting dilution analysis 

In contrast to bulk Ba/F3 transformation assays, a limiting dilution assay has the ability to 

pinpoint the proportion of infected cells capable of surviving IL-3 withdrawal. Using this 

more quantitative assay we investigated whether acquired mutations are more common in 

lines with weaker rates of transformation. Limiting dilution plates were visually scored for 

growth after three weeks. Plating efficiency was calculated from plates diluted to 1 cell per 

well in media containing IL-3. The remaining plates were used to calculate the ratio of 

transforming cells (displayed as transformation rate X, where 1 in X cells are capable of 

factor-independent growth) with 95% confidence intervals using Extreme Limiting 

Dilution Analysis (ELDA) as previously described[163]. 

A previous study investigating another in vitro transforming CSF2RB mutation found that 

the transformation rate of infected cells increased with the time in culture after viral 

infection and before factor withdrawal[65]. In our study, we observed no consistent effect 

of culture time on transformation rate with any of the mutations tested (Figure 3-4A). 

Transformation rate estimates were calculated and these results demonstrated reliable 

differences between individual mutations (Figure 3-4B). These data are also summarized by 

the median transformation rate, which is calculated after combining the transformation 

rates of the technical replicates for each mutation. Transformation rate correlated with time 
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to outgrowth, but also served as a more quantitative measure to assess the relative 

functional impact of a given mutation. These data highlight the quantitative difference 

between strongly transforming mutations (CSF3R T618I, BCR-ABL) and weakly 

transforming mutations (IL7R 243InsPPCL, CSF3R W791X, CSF2RB R461C). 

3.3.5 Acquired mutations are exclusively observed in weakly 

transforming oncogenes 

Mutations that possess a weaker ability to transform cells (less than 1 in every 200 cells, 

Figure 3-5A) or a slower time to outgrowth (5 days or longer to reach a 5x increase over 

the initial cell number, Figure 3-5B) account for every case of acquired mutations in this 

study. While a weakly transforming mutation does not always indicate the presence of 

acquired mutations, our data indicate that strongly transforming mutations do not present 

with additional mutations. 

3.4 Discussion 

In a previous study, we observed that exogenous expression of the CSF2RB R461C 

transgene frequently presented with additional acquired mutations in the gene following 

selection of Ba/F3 cells to IL-3-independent cell growth. As a result of this observation, we 

expanded our investigation to include other transforming mutations and determine if: 1) 

acquired mutations also arose in other transgenes, 2) whether the mutations were present 
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prior to IL-3 withdrawal, 3) if they were enriched in weakly transforming oncogenes, and 

4) if the time in culture following infection impacted the transformation rate. 

Our study indicates that weakly transforming mutations in both CSF2RB and CSF3R 

frequently present with acquired mutations. While this could be indicative of the large 

number of potentially activating mutations in each gene[36, 98, 160], it is striking that 

CSF3R T618I does not present with acquired mutations and expression of CSF2RB WT 

only infrequently results in factor-independent growth. Instead, it appears that the 

frequencies of these mutations are dependent on the transformation rate intrinsic to each 

specific oncogene.  

Our data indicate that the majority of these mutations likely exist prior to factor 

withdrawal—replicate withdrawal flasks present with identical mutations in almost every 

case—but only expand to levels detectable by Sanger sequencing in the absence of IL-3. 

Selection of factor independent Ba/F3 cells in the absence of IL-3 has been previously 

proposed, possibly as the result of enrichment for cells with stronger activation of 

downstream signaling[164]. Retroviral infection and reverse transcription is an inherently 

mutagenic process[165], making it an inevitability that an infected cell line has a library of 

clonal mutations in the infected transgene. The number of these clonal mutations would by 

increased by the use of high viral titers. Based on our data, we calculate that in many cases 

the strength of the intended mutation (CSF3R T618I) gives up to 70% of clones (1 in every 

1.4 cells) the capacity to survive factor withdrawal (Figure 3B). In these cases acquired 
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mutations would never expand beyond the mutation detection threshold of Sanger 

sequencing, which is around 5-10%[166]. In other cases, the acquired mutations can be 

functionally active, turning a non-transforming gene into a putative oncogene, as observed 

with the V449E mutation found in the CSF2RB wildtype receptor (Table 3-4). Then in a 

third, more complex case there are oncogenic constructs that are functionally active—both 

CSF2RB R461C and CSF3R W791X have higher transformation rates than their WT 

counterparts—but regularly present with acquired mutations following transformation. In 

this third case, the acquired mutations could be passenger mutations resulting from the rare 

clone capable of factor-independent growth (as rare as 1 in 60,000 cells in CSF2RB R461C; 

Figure 3-4B), or they could be functional mutations that drive factor independent growth, 

resulting in clonal expansion detectable by Sanger sequencing. Distinguishing between the 

passenger mutations and the functionally active acquired mutations would require laborious 

empirical investigation, detracting from the scalability of this model system and thus making 

it an impractical solution. We have not attempted to determine the functionality of 

observed acquired mutations, though specific extracellular deletions have been previously 

shown to result in receptor activation of CSF2RB[64, 65]. 

Another potential complication in transformation assays is the acquisition of mutations 

outside of the intended transgene. Other researchers have detailed the potential for IL9Rα 

mutant Ba/F3 cells to gradually reach growth factor independence through the acquisition 

of recurrent JAK1 mutations[167]. Additionally, the use of retroviruses can result in 
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insertional mutagenesis, possibly disrupting tumor suppressor genes resulting in factor-

independent growth. These artifacts would not be detected in our experimental design, but 

underscore the importance of screening biological replicates to control for false-positives. 

Non-transgenic mutations could also be controlled for by inducible transgene expression, 

but this would not solve the problem of acquired mutations within the transgene.  

It is not clear what constitutes a weakly transforming mutation which drives oncogenic 

growth in only a subset of infected cells. The Ba/F3 model has traditionally been very 

effective for screening mutations in growth factor receptors[35, 36, 41, 45, 119], but in 

these cases of weakly transforming mutations an alternative cell line could yield more 

robust results. It is possible that weak mutations are barely capable of transforming cells to 

become factor independent, possibly requiring a high level of expression, and the majority 

of cells fail to reach that state. It is also possible that some mutations need a second, 

cooperating mutation as proposed by earlier studies[65]. 

Stocking and colleagues have previously described a truncated form of CSF2RB, Δβc, that 

was capable of transforming FDC-P1 factor-dependent cells[62, 64]. In a follow-up 

study[65], they described two striking observations. First, 7 of 8 Δβc transformed lines 

could have Δβc removed by Cre-Lox excision and maintain factor independent growth. 

Second, Δβc lines showed no increase in transformation (by limiting dilution analysis) 24 

hours after infection, but a substantial increase 10 days after infection (from 1.0x10-8 to 

6.8x10-5). This led the authors to conclude that Δβc was either mutagenic—capable of 
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creating oncogenic lesions to sustain growth—or synergistic with a spectrum of potential 

secondary mutations that could replace dependence on the original transgene[65]. While 

we do not see an effect of culture time on transformation rate in our study, and CSF2RB 

R461C does not appear cause genomic instability by 6-TG selection, it is possible that some 

mutations have the ability to synergize with a larger library of secondary cooperating 

mutations that might be selected in a transformation assay. 

In any case, determining the significance of acquired mutations would require time-

consuming independent validation. Yet the presence of these unintended mutations has the 

potential to confound our ability to functionally characterize potentially transforming 

mutations. Researchers are increasingly using transformed Ba/F3 cells to screen oncogenes 

for drug sensitivity[46]. In these experiments, an acquired mutation could dramatically alter 

results, stressing the importance of understanding this phenomenon. At this time, we 

cannot propose a method that eliminates the appearance of acquired mutations. Our 

previous study mitigated this effect by using electroporation instead of retroviral infection, 

avoiding the potential for reverse-transcription induced mutagenesis. However, some of 

these electroporated lines still presented with acquired mutations, and there is insufficient 

evidence to determine if this approach reduced their frequency.  

We recommend that every outgrown Ba/F3 line should be sequenced to validate the 

sequence of the full transgene, ensuring reproducible results and reducing the risks of 

characterizing artificial oncogenes. Even in lines that repeatedly transform, biological 
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replicates are prone to frequent acquired mutations. This sequence validation is particularly 

important for all mutations that are weakly transforming. We present our criteria for 

classifying a weakly transforming mutation by limiting dilution analysis (fewer than 1 in 

every 200 cells sustaining factor-independent growth), or time to outgrowth (lines that take 

more than 4 days post-factor withdrawal to reach 5x the number of viable cells in the 

starting culture). However, these measures could vary by protocol or laboratory and we 

cannot conclude that strongly transforming genes never acquire mutations. Transformation 

rate as determined by limiting dilution analysis would also represent a valued addition to 

the Ba/F3 assay. Widespread adoption of this measure in future studies would allow 

detailed investigation into correlations between transformation rate and clinical relevance of 

weakly transforming mutations. 

The Ba/F3 transformation assay remains an invaluable tool for the functional validation of 

activating mutations found in primary leukemias. We report a previously unrecognized 

phenomenon where weak transforming mutations are susceptible to acquiring additional 

mutations within the transgene of interest. These acquired mutations could jeopardize 

attempts to characterize the signaling mechanisms and drug sensitivities of leukemic 

oncogenes. We propose an addition to the standard Ba/F3 protocol and suggest the 

sequencing of the full transgene in outgrown cells to detect confounding mutations and 

improve the reproducibility of future studies. Additional research should be directed 

toward methods that reduce the incidence of acquired mutations in these critical assays. 
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Special attention should be paid to whether the use of retroviruses increases this 

phenomenon, as this method is the most frequently used in current studies (Table 3-1). A 

larger study covering additional leukemic oncogenes would indicate if acquired mutations 

occur in non-cytokine receptors, and would help define the range of studies that could be 

affected by this phenomenon.   

3.5 Methods 

3.5.1.1 Cell Culture 

Ba/F3 cells were obtained from ATCC and grown in RPMI 1640 medium with 10% FBS, 

L-glutamine, fungizone, penicillin-streptomycin, and 15% WEHI-conditioned medium (a 

source of IL-3). Frozen vials of cells, previously in culture less than 30 cumulative days, 

were freshly thawed for each experiment. 

3.5.1.2 Ba/F3 transformation assay 

Gene constructs were cloned as previously described[36] into a MSCV-IRES-GFP retroviral 

vector[168] and confirmed by Sanger sequencing. Retrovirus was created by transfecting 

plasmids into 293T/17 cells along with the pIK6.1MCV.ecopac.UTD helper plasmid. Virus 

was harvested and used to infect Ba/F3 cells in two rounds of retroviral spin inoculation. 

Infected Ba/F3 cells were 42% GFP-positive on average, as determined by FACS. Percent 

of GFP-positive cells following infection varied primarily by replicate set and minimally by 

transgene (average per non-control transgene ranged from 38-50%). The number of vector 
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copies integrated into each line is unknown, but Table 3-4 indicates some lines possessed 

more than one copy. High rates of infection were necessary to enable sorting of GFP-

positive cells by FACS 48-hours post-infection and subsequent plating for limiting dilution 

analysis. For factor-independent transformation assays, Ba/F3 cells were washed three 

times and re-suspended in RPMI 1640 with 10% FBS, L-glutamine, fungizone and 

penicillin-streptomycin. Viable cell counts were obtained using a propidium iodide 

exclusion on a Guava Personal Cell Analysis System (Millipore). Genomic DNA was 

harvested using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen). 

3.5.1.3 Transgene amplification and sequencing 

Transgenic DNA was amplified from genomic DNA extracts using vector specific primers 

(MigFwd – CCCTTTGTACACCCTAAGCCTCCGCC, MigRev – 

GGAAAGACCCCTAGAATGCTCGTCAA), AccuPrime Taq DNA polymerase, high 

fidelity (ThermoFisher Scientific) and a modified “slowdown PCR” thermocycler 

protocol[169]. Sanger sequencing (Eurofins) was performed with transgene-specific internal 

primers and analyzed using LaserGene 14 Seqman Pro (DNASTAR). 

3.5.1.4 Limiting dilution analysis 

Cells were counted and resuspended in IL-3 free media prior to dilution. Diluted cells were 

plated in 96-well plates with IL-3-free or IL-3-containing media. Wells were visually 

inspected once a week for three weeks to identify cell growth. All data was analyzed using 
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the elda function provided with the statmod package (version 1.4.26) in R (version 

3.3.2)[163]. 

3.5.1.5 6-thioguanine survival assay 

Ba/F3 cells were cultured in HAT-supplemented media (100µM sodium hypoxanthine, 

0.4µM aminopterin, 16µM thymidine, Gibco) for 4 days to select for HPRT-expressing 

cells. Cells were then allowed to recover for 5 days in HT-supplemented media (100µM 

sodium hypoxanthine, 16µM thymidine, Gibco) prior to culturing in regular Ba/F3 media. 

Ba/F3 cells were infected with retrovirus 14 days prior to 6-TG exposure. Positive control 

cells were treated overnight with 50µg/ml ENU 6 days prior to 6-TG exposure. 

Biologically replicate lines were screened for 6-TG survival in the following conditions: 2 

96-well plates seeded at 1 cell per well without 6-TG (plating efficiency calculations), 2 96-

well plates at 1000 cells per well with 20µM 6-TG, and 2 96-well plates at 5000 cells per 

well with 20µM 6-TG. Wells were visually assessed for growth 14 days later and the 

number of cells surviving through HPRT-inactivation was determined using ELDA. 

3.6 Miscellaneous 

3.6.1.1 Abbreviations 

CSF2RB, Colony stimulating factor 2 receptor beta common subunit; CSF3R, Colony 

stimulating factor 3 receptor; IL7R, Interleukin 7 receptor; BCR-ABL, Breakpoint cluster 

region – Abelson tyrosine-protein kinase 1 fusion; CML, Chronic myelogenous leukemia; 
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IL-3, Interleukin-3;  FACS, Fluorescence activated cell sorting; ALL, Acute lymphoblastic 

leukemia; T-ALL, T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia; B-ALL B-cell acute lymphoblastic 

leukemia; CNL, Chronic neutrophilic leukemia; aCML, Atypical chronic myelogenous 

leukemia; GFP, Green fluorescent protein; HPRT, Hypoxanthine 

phosphoribosyltransferase 1; 6-TG, 6-thioguanine; ENU, N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea; ELDA, 

Extreme limiting dilution analysis; Δβc, truncated beta-common receptor (CSF2RB). 
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3.7 Figures 

 

Figure 3-1 Experimental design schematic. 

Ba/F3 cells are infected using freshly harvested retrovirus which drives the expression of 

GFP and the transgene of interest. Infected cells are selected for GFP-expression on day 2, 

and the first set of limiting dilution plates are created. On day 9 a second set of limiting 

dilution plates are started, and on day 10 the cells are triple-washed then monitored for IL-

3 independent growth over 21 days in two technically replicate flasks. Genomic DNA 

(gDNA) is harvested from cell lines in IL-3 on day 10 (baseline) and day 31 (cultured). As 

cells proliferate in the absence of IL-3, gDNA is harvested to detect acquired mutations. 

This workflow was repeated for every construct to create a minimum of three biologically 

replicate lines. 
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Figure 3-2 Compiled data from all IL-3 withdrawal experiments. 

(A) Outgrowth curves for every replicate in this study, separated by transgene and 

mutation. The outgrown vector empty line was sequenced and found to be contaminated 

with IL7R Ins243PPCL. (B) Time to outgrowth can be summarized as the number of days 

to reach a viable cell count 5-times the number of cells initially seeded in each flask at the 

start of the experiment. Lines that did not grow within the 21-day period are shown above 

the break. (C) Mutations detected in outgrown lines after transformation to factor-

independent growth. Every transformed line for CSF2RB WT, R461C and CSF3R WT, 

W791X are shown, including lines that did not acquire additional mutations (*). 
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Figure 3-3 Ba/F3 cells expressing CSF2RB R461C do not demonstrate increased 

rates of mutagenesis. 

Outgrowth rate and 95% confidence intervals are shown for biologically replicate lines. 

Outgrowth rate is expressed as 1 in X cells have mutationally inactivated HPRT to survive 

6-TG treatment, thus a higher outgrowth rate indicates a less mutagenic condition. 

Mutagenesis induced by ENU-treatment was used as a positive control. 
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Figure 3-4 Ba/F3 transformation rates vary by transgene but not by time in 

culture. 

(A) Transformation rates calculated for each biologically replicate cell line are shown for 

plates started 2 days and 9 days after retroviral infection. The transformation rate is 

expressed as 1 in X cells capable of transforming to IL-3 independent growth, therefore a 

higher transformation rate indicates a weakly transforming cell line. No consistent trend is 

observed between days post-infection and transformation rate. (B) Transformation rate and 

95% confidence intervals for every replicate. The median rates across biologically replicate 

samples are shown below, along with the frequency of transforming cells (inverse of 

transformation rate). Lines that exhibited no observable transformation are shown with a 

rate of 1.0x107. 
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Figure 3-5 Acquired mutations occur in weak, but not strong, transforming 

transgenes. 

(A) Cell lines are ordered by transformation rate and colored based on mutational status as 

observed from sanger sequencing of bulk outgrowth assays of the same lines. (B) Cell lines 

are ordered by days to outgrowth (time to reach a 5-times increase in viable cells over the 

starting cell number) and colored based on mutational status. BCR-ABL was not fully 

sequenced due to length and structural complexity.  
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3.8 Tables 

Table 3-1 Frequency of sequence validation in Ba/F3 transformation studies 

(2014-2016) 

   

Frequency of sequence validation in Ba/F3 transformation 
studies (2014-2016) 

Characteristics PubMed Articles (%) 

Publication Year   
 2014 8 (33) 
 2015 9 (38) 
 2016 7 (29) 

Search Term 
  

 Ba/F3 23 (96) 
 Baf3 1 (4) 

Method of transduction 
  

 Retrovirus 12 (50) 
 Lentivirus 2 (8) 
 Electroporation 6 (25) 
 Unclear 4 (17) 

Sequencing outgrown Ba/F3 lines 
  

 Transgene sequence confirmed 0 (0) 
 Transgene not sequenced 24 (100) 

Source: PubMed articles matching “Ba/F3” or “Baf3”, published 2014-2016, 
and using Ba/F3 cells for the purpose to establish transformative potential of 
genetic products. Data current as of 10-26-16 
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Table 3-2 Complete table of studies using the Ba/F3 transformation assay (2014-2016) – Frequency of sequencing 

outgrown Ba/F3 lines. 

Supplemental Table 1 

Studies using the Ba/F3 transformation assay (2014-2016) – Frequency of sequencing outgrown Ba/F3 lines 

PMID Year Journal Title 
Method of 

transduction 
Sequenced transgene 

of outgrown lines 

27672444 2016 Cell Discov 
NTRK2 activation cooperates with PTEN deficiency in T-ALL through activation of both the PI3K-AKT 
and JAK-STAT3 pathways. 

Retrovirus No 

27174491 2016 Leukemia 
MEK and PI3K-AKT inhibitors synergistically block activated IL7 receptor signaling in T-cell acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia. 

Electroporation No 

26854029 2016 Nat Commun KRAS insertion mutations are oncogenic and exhibit distinct functional properties. Retrovirus No 

26703895 2016 Exp Hematol 
Ph-like ALL-related novel fusion kinase ATF7IP-PDGFRB exhibits high sensitivity to tyrosine kinase 
inhibitors in murine cells. 

Retrovirus No 

26701727 2016 Oncotarget 
Activating JAK1 mutation may predict the sensitivity of JAK-STAT inhibition in hepatocellular 
carcinoma. 

Lentivirus No 

26630010 2015 PNAS 
Augmentor α and β (FAM150) are ligands of the receptor tyrosine kinases ALK and LTK: Hierarchy 
and specificity of ligand-receptor interactions. 

Retrovirus No 

26544513 2015 Oncotarget Mutant HRAS as novel target for MEK and mTOR inhibitors. Retrovirus No 

26455322 2016 Oncogene 
PDGFRB mutants found in patients with familial infantile myofibromatosis or overgrowth syndrome 
are oncogenic and sensitive to imatinib. 

Electroporation No 

26370156 2015 Cancer Discov 
RICTOR Amplification Defines a Novel Subset of Patients with Lung Cancer Who May Benefit from 
Treatment with mTORC1/2 Inhibitors. 

Unclear No 

26216197 2016 Leukemia Contribution of JAK2 mutations to T-cell lymphoblastic lymphoma development. Lentivirus No 

26206867 2015 Clin Cancer Res 
EGFR Exon 18 Mutations in Lung Cancer: Molecular Predictors of Augmented Sensitivity to Afatinib 
or Neratinib as Compared with First- or Third-Generation TKIs. 

Retrovirus No 

26040420 2015 Cell Mol Life Sci 
PI3 kinase is indispensable for oncogenic transformation by the V560D mutant of c-Kit in a kinase-
independent manner. 

Retrovirus No 

25546157 2015 J Clin Endocrinol Metab RET fusion as a novel driver of medullary thyroid carcinoma. Unclear No 

25538044 2015 Blood 
The thrombopoietin receptor P106L mutation functionally separates receptor signaling activity from 
thrombopoietin homeostasis. 

Electroporation No 

25515960 2015 Blood The role of the Janus-faced transcription factor PAX5-JAK2 in acute lymphoblastic leukemia. Electroporation No 

25294908 2014 Clin Cancer Res Identification of recurrent FGFR3-TACC3 fusion oncogenes from lung adenocarcinoma. Retrovirus No 
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PMID Year Journal Title 

Method of 
transduction 

Sequenced transgene 
of outgrown lines 

25193870 2014 Blood 
JAK3 mutants transform hematopoietic cells through JAK1 activation, causing T-cell acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia in a mouse model. 

Retrovirus No 

25146434 2015 Leuk Lymphoma Identification of mutant alleles of JAK3 in pediatric patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia. Electroporation No 

24825865 2014 Blood Integrated genomic sequencing reveals mutational landscape of T-cell prolymphocytic leukemia. Unclear No 

24608088 2014 PLoS One 
Activating FLT3 mutants show distinct gain-of-function phenotypes in vitro and a characteristic 
signaling pathway profile associated with prognosis in acute myeloid leukemia. 

Unclear No 

24398328 2014 Blood 
Germ-line JAK2 mutations in the kinase domain are responsible for hereditary thrombocytosis and 
are resistant to JAK2 and HSP90 inhibitors. 

Retrovirus No 

24367893 2014 Leuk Res Sensitivity of SNX2-ABL1 toward tyrosine kinase inhibitors distinct from that of BCR-ABL1. Retrovirus No 

24315414 2014 Mol Oncol Functional characterization of a novel FGFR1OP-RET rearrangement in hematopoietic malignancies. Retrovirus No 

23752188 2014 Oncogene 
PDGFRA alterations in cancer: characterization of a gain-of-function V536E transmembrane mutant 
as well as loss-of-function and passenger mutations. 

Electroporation No 

 
Source: PubMed articles matching “Ba/F3” or “Baf3”, published 2014-2016, and using Ba/F3 cells for the purpose to establish transformative potential of genetic products. Data current as 
of 10-26-16 
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Table 3-3 Constructs used in this study 

 

Constructs used in this study 

Gene Mutation 

CSF2RB WT 
CSF2RB R461C 
CSF3R WT 
CSF3R T618I 
CSF3R W791X 
IL7R WT 
IL7R 243InsPPCL 

Empty Vector n/a 
BCR-ABL BCR-ABL (p210) 
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Table 3-4 Sequence results of Ba/F3 lines from bulk withdrawal assays.  

Sequence results of outgrown Ba/F3 lines  

Gene Variant 

Il-3 
independent 

transformation 
Baseline 

gDNA 
Cultured 
gDNA 

Withdrawn  
gDNA #1 

Withdrawn  
gDNA #2 

CSF2RB WT +  n/a V449E V449E 
  -     

  -     

 R461C +  n/a Del H43-S417 Del H43-S417 

  +  n/a 
K389R, YN420CS, 

R657G 
K389R, YN420CS, 

R657G 

  +  n/a Del S161-S438 
100% - Del L30-M81 
50% - T27T, P118T, 

G285R, L626L, E653K 

  +   50% - F451S 50% - F451S 

  +     

CSF3R WT +  n/a S581C S581C 

  +   80% - E524K 80% - E524K 

  +   50% - Del A33-P558 50% - Del A33-P558 

  +   50% - T618I 50% - T618I 

 T618I +  n/a   

  +     

  +     

  +     

 W791X +  n/a 
Internal 111aa 

duplication (bounds 
unclear) 

Internal 111aa 
duplication (bounds 

unclear) 

  +   
50% - E524K,  

50% - Del L38-T609 
50% - E524K,  

50% - Del L38-T609 

  +     

  +  

50% - 
Del 

W187-
I564 

50% - Del L129-E622 50% - Del L129-E622 

IL7R WT -     

  -     

  -     

  -     

 Ins243PPCL +  n/a   

  +     

  +     

  +     

Vector Empty +   
Contamination: IL7R 

Ins243PPCL 
Contamination: IL7R 

Ins243PPCL 
  -     
  -     

  
-     

  - Full transgene sequenced, no variants detected 
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Table 3-4 Sequence results of Ba/F3 lines from bulk withdrawal assays. 

Sequence results of outgrown Ba/F3 lines from bulk withdrawal assays. Where a mixed 

read is evident (double peaks on Sanger trace) the estimated mutational burden is provided. 

This includes one cell line where Sanger sequencing detected a near-heterozygous deletion, 

alongside a point mutation within the deleted region on the non-deleted copy.  
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4 Materials and Methods 

4.1 Patient samples and genomic analysis 

Clinical samples were obtained with informed consent approved by the Institutional Review 

Boards of Oregon Health & Science University and Erasmus University Medical Center - 

Sophia Children’s Hospital. Bone marrow or blood samples from patients with acute 

leukemia were separated using a Ficoll gradient followed by red blood cell lysis. Cells were 

cultured in RPMI-1640 medium (Invitrogen) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, 

Atlanta Biologicals), L-glutamine (Invitrogen), fungizone (Invitrogen), 

penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen), and 10-4M 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma). 

Genomic DNA was isolated from cryopreserved patient sample material using Qiagen 

DNeasy columns. DNA was fragmented by sonication using an S2 Sonicator (Corvaris). 

Fragmented DNA was then processed according to the SeqEZ protocol 

(Nimblegen/Roche), which is based on the TruSeq protocol (Illumina). Solution capture 

was performed using a custom DNA probe capture library previously described[36]. The 

libraries were sequenced on a HiSeq 2000 sequencer (Illumina) followed by FASTQ 

assembly using the CASAVA pipeline (Illumina). Sequence capture, library preparation, and 

deep sequencing were performed by the OHSU Massively Parallel Sequencing Shared 

Resource. 
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Sanger sequencing of CSF2RB mutations was confirmed by PCR amplification of CSF2RB 

exons 10 and 11 using M13-tagged primers (Exon10&11F 

gtaaaacgacggccagCCCTGAGGTCGATTTCCC, Exon10&11R 

caggaaacagctatgaccGGACAGAGACAAGAGAGGCAG) followed by sequencing with M13 

forward (GTAAAACGACGGCCAGT) and reverse (CAGGAAACAGCTATGACC) 

primers. 

4.2 Cloning and construct creation 

Human CSF2RB in the Gateway-compatible pENTR223 vector was ordered from the 

Harvard PlasmID repository (HsCD00073687). Variants were created using the 

QuikChange II XL Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, 

California). Constructs were cloned into destination vectors (pMXs-IRES-Puro, MSCV-

IRES-GFP) using the Gateway LR Clonase II Enzyme (ThermoFisher Scientific, Invitrogen, 

Waltham, Massachusetts). Plasmids were grown in One Shot TOP10 Chemically 

Competent E. coli (ThermoFisher Scientific, Invitrogen) and purified using QIAprep Spin 

Miniprep Kit or Maxiprep Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Concentrations of plasmid 

purifications were quantified using a Nanodrop ND-1000 (ThermoFisher Scientific). PCR 

amplification for sequencing used AccuPrime Taq DNA polymerase, high fidelity 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, Invitrogen) and a modified “slowdown PCR” thermocycler 

protocol[169]. Sequence confirmation of constructs was performed using Sanger sequencing 

https://plasmid.med.harvard.edu/PLASMID/GetCloneDetail.do?cloneid=73687&species=
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(Eurofins Genomics, Luxembourg, Luxembourg) and analyzed using LaserGene 14 Seqman 

Pro (DNASTAR, Madison, Wisconsin).  

4.3 Cell Culture 

Ba/F3 cells were obtained from ATCC and grown in filtered R10 + Wehi media (RPMI 

1640 + L-Glutamine medium [Gibco 11875, ThermoFisher Scientific] with 10% Fetal 

Bovine Serum [Atlanta Biologicals, Flowery Branch, Georgia], 2% L-glutamine [200mM, 

ThermoFisher Scientific, Gibco], 1% penicillin-streptomycin [10,000 U/ml, ThermoFisher 

Scientific, Gibco], 0.1% Amphotericin B [250µg/ml amphotericin B, 205µg/ml sodium 

deoxycholate, ThermoFisher Scientific, Gibco], and 15% WEHI-conditioned media [a 

source of IL3]). During withdrawal assays, Ba/F3 cells were maintained in R10 media 

(same as R10 + WEHI but with no WEHI-conditioned media). 

Ba/F3 cells were counted using Guava ViaCount (EMD Millipore, Billerica, Massachusetts) 

on a Guava Personal Cell Analysis flow cytometer (EMD Millipore) or Muse Cell Analyzer 

(EMD Millipore). Cells were split to concentrations of 1x105-3x105/ml every 1-3 days. 

293T/17 cells were grown in D10 media (Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium [DMEM, 

Gibco 11995, ThermoFisher Scientific] with 10% FBS, 2% L-glutamine, 1% penicillin-

streptomycin, 0.1% Amphotericin B). Cells were split prior to reaching confluence every 

2-4 days using Trypsin-EDTA (0.05%, ThermoFisher Scientific, Gibco) and Dulbecco’s 

phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS, ThermoFisher Scientific, Gibco) to 5-15% confluence.  
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4.3.1 Ba/F3 transformation assay 

Ba/F3 transformation assays were performed either by electroporation followed by 

puromycin selection, or retroviral infection followed by GFP-positive FACS isolation. In 

each case the method of selection matches the selectable marker on the vector used. For 

experiments discussed in Appendices A & B, some lines were infected by retrovirus with 

puro-selectable vectors, and thus selected by puromycin selection. 

4.3.1.1 Electroporated lines 

2.5e7 Ba/F3 cells were electroporated in a 0.4mm GenePulser Cuvette (Bio-Rad, 

Hercules, California) at 300V for two 25ms pulses (GenePulser MXcell, Bio-Rad) with 

40µg of plasmid. Stably transfected cells were selected using two weeks of continual 

2µg/ml puromycin dihydrochloride selection (ThermoFisher Scientific, Gibco) in R10 + 

WEHI media.  

4.3.1.2 Retrovirally infected lines 

Retroviruses were created by transfecting plasmids into 293T/17 cells along with the 

pIK6.1MCV.ecopac.UTD helper plasmid using FuGENE 6 transfection reagent (Promega, 

Madison, Wisconsin). After confirming GFP expression in 293T/17 cells by confocal 

microscopy 72 h post-transfection, viral supernatant was harvested and filtered. 1ml Fresh 

virus was added to 1.5x106 Ba/F3 cells in 1ml R10 + Wehi, with 30µl 1M HEPES 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, Gibco) and 2µl polybrene (10mg/ml Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 
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Dallas, Texas) prior to spin inoculation at 1500rcf for 90 min at 37ºC. Following 

spinoculation, cells recovered for 4 h at 37ºC 5% CO2, and underwent a second 

spinoculation to ensure high rates of infection (1ml media removed, 1ml fresh viral 

supernatant added, spin). Cells recovered in R10 + WEHI media. 48 h post-infection, 

infected Ba/F3 cells were resuspended in R10 media26 and then selected by GFP-positive 

fluorescent activated cell sorting (BD FACSAria IIIu, ThermoFisher Scientific, BD 

Biosciences). 

4.3.1.3 IL-3 withdrawal 

Selected Ba/F3 cells were split 24 h prior to factor withdrawal to ensure cells were in 

exponential growth. Cells were counted, pelleted and resuspended 3 times in RPMI-1640, 

pelleted again and resuspended in R10 media at 4x105/ml. Withdrawn lines were counted 

daily for 1 week, and then every 2 days for 2 additional weeks. Additional R10 media was 

added to cultures as necessary to support growth (target concentrations 1x105 – 5x105 

cells/ml). 

4.3.2 Genomic DNA extraction and Sanger sequencing 

For extraction of genomic DNA, 1x106 cells were pelleted, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, 

and stored at -80ºC. Genomic DNA was extracted using DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit 

                                                   

26 This step is necessary to remove exogenous WEHI-CM from the limiting dilution plates created immediately after 
sorting. 
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(Qiagen) and quantified on a Nanodrop ND-1000. Transgenic DNA was amplified using 

vector specific primers (MigFwd – CCCTTTGTACACCCTAAGCCTCCGCC, MigRev – 

GGAAAGACCCCTAGAATGCTCGTCAA) and AccuPrime Taq with a slowdown PCR 

protocol. Sanger sequencing was performed (Eurofins) and analyzed (LaserGene) as 

described above. 

4.3.3 Protein lysis and immunoblot 

For protein lysis, 5x106 cells were pelleted, washed in DPBS, pelleted and flash frozen 

before storage at -80ºC. Lysis was performed by addition of 1x Cell Lysis Buffer (Cell 

Signaling Technologies, Danvers, Massachusetts), 10% phenylmethylsulfonyl floride 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri), 10% Phosphatase Inhibitor Cocktail 2 (Sigma-

Aldrich), and 1x cOmplete, Mini, EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Roche, Sigma-

Aldrich). Protein concentration was quantified using the Bradford-based Protein Assay Dye 

Reagent (Bio-Rad) measured relative to a standard curve.  

Prior to loading, protein lysis was mixed with a loading dye (final solution: 2% SDS, 50mM 

Tris (pH 6.8), 10% glycerol, 360µg/ml bromophenol blue) and 2-mercaptoethanol (final 

concentration 0.38mM). Lysates were heated at 95ºC for 10 min, spun down and loaded in 

Criterion Precast Gels (4-15% gradient, Tris-HCL, Bio-Rad). SeeBlue Pre-stained Protein 

Standard was used for a molecular ladder (ThermoFisher Scientific, Invitrogen). 

Electrophoresis was performed at 190V for 55 min (PowerPac HC power supply, Bio-Rad; 

CRITERION Cell, Bio-Rad). Transfer to methanol activated Imobilon-P PVDF membrane 
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(EMD Millipore) was performed overnight with 0.1% SDS, 20% methanol transfer buffer 

in a Criterion Blotter (Bio-Rad) at 20V. 

Membranes were blocked for 1 h while shaking in 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma-

Aldrich) then probed with primary antibodies listed in Table 2-2 overnight at 4ºC while 

shaking. Membranes were washed 3x in TBST, probed with HRP-conjugated secondary 

antibodies in 5% BSA for 1 h, washed again and then visualized using Clarity Western ECL 

Substrate (Bio-Rad) on a ChemiDoc MP Imaging System (Bio-Rad) with the Image Lab 

Software (version 5.1, Bio-Rad). 

Immunoprecipitations were performed with 500µg protein and anti-CSF2RB or rabbit IgG 

isotype control overnight at 4ºC before adding BSA-blocked protein A-sepharose 4B 

conjugate beads (ThermoFisher Scientific, Invitrogen). Input, unbound, and bound samples 

were mixed with loading dye and handled as above. 

Non-reducing immunoblots were run as above but without addition of 2-mercaptoethanol 

in the loading dye, and modification of sample boiling prior to loading as indicated (Figure 

2-7). 

4.3.4 Cycloheximide timecourse 

Ba/F3 cells were treated with 100µg/ml cycloheximide in DMSO for the indicated times 

before washing in DPBS with 0.5% FBS and staining for 45 minutes with PE-conjugated 
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anti-CSF2RB antibody. Cells were analyzed by flow cytometry (BD FACSAria IIIu and BD 

LSR II) for mean fluorescence intensity and normalized to untreated controls.  

4.3.5 Flow cytometry staining for CSF2RB 

As above, cells were washed in DPBS with 0.5% FBS and stained for 45 minutes with PE-

conjugated anti-CSF2RB antibody, then analyzed by flow cytometry for percent positivity 

and mean fluorescence intensity. 

4.3.6 Small molecule inhibitor screen 

A library (previously described[121]) of 104 small-molecule kinase inhibitors across three 

384-well plates was used to determine inhibitors that specifically inhibited the growth of 

R461C-expressing cells. Cells were maintained in their culture media, where only WT 

cells were supplemented with 15% WEHI-conditioned media. Cells were plated at 400 

cells per well in 50µl total volume (8,000 cells per mL) and incubated for 3 days at 37°C, 

5% CO2 and then subjected to a CellTiter 96 AQueous One solution, tetrazolium-based, cell 

proliferation assay (Promega). All values were normalized to cells incubated in the absence 

of drug and IC50 values were calculated from the resulting kill curves of each drug gradient. 

Biologically replicate WT and R461C lines were run on this assay, with R461C-specific 

drugs identified as drugs with the largest percent difference in IC50 between WT and 

R461C cells. 
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4.3.7 Drug curves and Annexin-V readouts 

Individual drug curves for JAK-inhibitors were plated using an HP D300 Digital Dispenser 

(Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California) with conditions matching those in the screen 

above. Plates were analyzed after 3 days using CellTiter 96 AQueous One solution 

(Promega). Annexin-V staining was determined using Guava Nexin Reagent and a Guava 

Personal Cell Analysis cytometer (EMD Millipore). 

4.3.8 6-thioguanine survival assay 

Ba/F3 cells were cultured in HAT-supplemented media (100µM sodium hypoxanthine, 

0.4µM aminopterin, 16µM thymidine, Gibco) for 4 days to select for HPRT-expressing 

cells. Cells were then allowed to recover for 5 days in HT-supplemented media (100µM 

sodium hypoxanthine, 16µM thymidine, Gibco) prior to culturing in regular R10 + WEHI 

media. Ba/F3 cells were infected with retrovirus 14 days prior to 6-TG exposure. Positive 

control cells were treated overnight with 50µg/ml ENU 6 days prior to 6-TG exposure. 

Biologically replicate lines were screened for 6-TG survival in the following conditions: 2 

96-well plates seeded at 1 cell per well without 6-TG (plating efficiency calculations), 2 96-

well plates at 1000 cells per well with 20µM 6-TG, and 2 96-well plates at 5000 cells per 

well with 20µM 6-TG. Wells were visually assessed for growth 14 days later and the 

number of cells surviving through HPRT-inactivation was determined using ELDA. 
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4.3.9 Limiting dilution plates 

Cells were counted and resuspended in IL-3 free media prior to dilution. Each line was 

seeded on three plates, 1 cell/well in R10 + WEHI, 1 cell/well in R10, and a final R10 

plate with 24-wells at 100 cells/well, 24-wells at 1,000 cells/well, and 48-wells at 10,000 

cells/well. Plates were prepared with media (180µl/well for 1 cell/well plates, 

100µl/well for other plates) using a Multidrop Combi reagent dispenser (ThermoFisher 

Scientific). Cells were diluted to 1 cell per 20µl, then added to 1 cell/well plates using the 

Multidrop Combi dispenser. For the final plate, cells were diluted to desired number of 

cells per 100µl, and then 100µl was added to each well using a multidrop pipette. 

Plates were visually inspected once a week for three weeks to identify growing wells. 

Suspicious growths were inspected microscopically and contaminated wells were censored 

from final analysis in R (described below). 

4.4 Computational analysis and modeling 

4.4.1 Statistical analysis 

Statistically significant differences for cycloheximide timepoints, CSF2RB MFI, and 

differences in IC50 to targeted inhibitors were calculated by an unpaired Student’s t-test 

using Prism (version 6, GraphPad, La Jolla, California). 
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4.4.2 Transmembrane domain prediction 

Consensus coding sequences for wildtype and R461C CSF2RB were analyzed by the 

indicated modeling programs (websites and references in Figure 2-6). Top predictions that 

maintained a single transmembrane domain and type-I orientation are listed. 

4.4.3 Multiple sequence alignment  

The sequence for human CSF2RB on UniProt (P32927)[99] was BLAST searched against 

proteins in other species. Nine additional genes were selected for percent similarity with 

the human sequence (ideally 60-80% matched) and for a variety of genetically diverse 

species. Once selected the group of genes was not altered, even though the bovine genome 

did not match other species at arginine-461 (Figure 2-2). Alignment performed using 

CLUSTALO, 25.2% of positions were identical. 

4.4.4 Extreme limiting dilution analysis 

All analysis for limiting dilution plates was performed using R (version 3.3.2) and the elda() 

function in the statmod package (version 1.4.26)[163]. 1 cell/well R10 + WEHI plates 

were used to calculate plating efficiency in the R10 plates. The estimated frequency of 

transforming cells and 95% confidence intervals are presented (Figure 3-4). 

4.4.5 Meta-literature review 

PubMed searches were performed on October 26, 2016 for all studies matching the terms 

“Ba/F3” or “Baf3” and published between 2014 and 2016. Abstracts were read to identify 
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studies using Ba/F3 cells for the purpose of establishing the transformative capacity of a 

gene product. Every study fitting these criteria was included in the final analysis. 

The methods in relevant studies were read, as well as the full text searched for terms 

including “sequence”, “sequenced”, or “sequencing” and then read for context to determine 

if transgenes in cells were sequenced following transformation. Method of introducing the 

transgene to Ba/F3 cells (viral, electroporation) was also determined by reading methods 

and searching for terms. 
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5 Conclusions and Future Directions 
 

The identification and characterization of rare, activating mutations in individual cancers is a 

necessary step towards a future of personalized, targeted therapy. This includes both the 

work on characterizing the transformative capacity of individual mutations and work 

towards improving the reliability and speed of models used to test mutations. The data 

presented in this dissertation contributes to this knowledge base and to the continued basic 

research of characterizing the receptor CSF2RB.   

5.1 Identification of R461C as the first CSF2RB-activating 

mutation in humans 

CSF2RB R461C is a transmembrane domain variant found in the germline of a pediatric T-

ALL patient. This variant results in ligand-independent signaling and receptor stabilization 

in vitro, and is sensitive to JAK-inhibitors. Given the wide range of roles CSF2RB serves 

hematopoietic regulation, it is surprising that this represents the first report of an activating 

mutation in CSF2RB; the only other functional CSF2RB variants reported in humans are 

loss-of-function mutations resulting in pulmonary alveolar proteinosis. This is particularly 

striking given CSF2RB R461C is a germline variant found in the general population. 
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5.1.1 CSF2RB R461C is a rare, germline variant 

CSF2RB R461C is reported as a SNP (rs371045078) with a minor allele frequency less than 

0.0003. The 1000 genomes project reports 5 individuals heterozygous for R461C 

worldwide, 4 of those are of South Asian descent27[112]. Similarly, the Exome Aggregation 

Consortium (ExAC) reports 33 heterozygous individuals, 18 of South Asian descent28[113]. 

A cohort of 103 Gujarati Indians29 living in Houston, Texas have submitted samples for 

whole genome sequencing as part of the HapMap project. 3 of those 103 individuals are 

heterozygous for R461C, which represents the only known population highly enriched for 

this variant[113]. There is no data indicating the frequency of CSF2RB R461C in leukemia 

as prior studies have filtered out germline mutations that were not previously described as 

functional[114]. 

As of yet there is no evidence that individuals carrying CSF2RB R461C are at increased risk 

for leukemia or present with any other hematological abnormalities. Epidemiological 

investigation of enriched populations would provide a better understanding of the impacts 

of this variant. Additionally, studies involving the whole genome sequencing of leukemia 

patients should modify their germline variant exclusion criteria for CSF2RB R461C. 

                                                   

27 South Asian MAF = 0.004, 978 individuals 
28 South Asian MAF = 0.0011, 8,248 individuals 
29 South Asian Indians with ancestry to the Gujarat region in northwest India. Individuals in this cohort were self-
identified as Gujarati (3 of 4 grandparents were Gujarati), and no attempts were made to clarify that status[170]. 
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The characterization of this variant supports additional investigation into the clinical 

relevance of CSF2RB-targeted therapeutics. No small-molecule inhibitor exists for 

CSF2RB, and for 15 years the only monoclonal antibody that targeted CSF2RB was BION-

1, which suffered from low-affinity[171]. A recent publication detailed a new human 

monoclonal antibody, CSL311, with picomolar affinity for CSF2RB and inhibiting signaling 

from all 3 CSF2RB ligands. Future research should determine whether CSL311 can block 

ligand-independent growth in CSF2RB R461C transformed cell lines and represents an 

improvement on JAK-inhibitors.  

5.1.2 The implications of CSF2RB R461C for basic research 

The exact mechanism by which R461C drives ligand-independent signaling in CSF2RB is 

unclear. The novel cysteine may participate in intermolecular disulfide bonds, resulting in 

CSF2RB dimers, or the disruption of the charged arginine near the transmembrane 

boundary may activate signaling even in the absence of disulfide bonds. Considerable 

research and discussion towards this concept is detailed in Appendix A. My working 

hypothesis is that R461C activates CSF2RB through the loss of the positively-charged 

arginine near the membrane-spanning boundary and that the novel cysteine is unnecessary 

for receptor activation. Additional investigation is required to test this hypothesis and 

determine the nature of the intermolecular disulfide-bonded complexes observed in Figure 

2-7, which could still be a result of CSF2RB activation. 
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The role of the CSF2RB transmembrane domain in receptor oligomerization is poorly 

understood. Indeed, even the boundaries of the transmembrane domain remain undefined 

with the modeling performed in this dissertation standing as the most thorough 

investigation to date (Figure 2-6). The characterization of R461C and other CSF2RB-

activating, transmembrane domain mutations found in vitro are tools for future research into 

the role the transmembrane domain plays in CSF2RB signaling. Of particular interest is the 

possibility that CSF2RB R461C is incapable of interacting with CSF2RA, as proposed based 

on observations in Appendix B. I hypothesize the CSF2RA G343D variant (described in 

Appendix B) constitutively dimerizes and activates CSF2RB signaling, but fails to do so with 

CSF2RB R461C. These variants give binary positive and negative controls for future 

mutational-based experiments modeling the intramembrane orientation of activated 

CSF2RB and CSF2RA transmembrane domains. 

5.2 The continued use of the Ba/F3 transformation assay 

Using Ba/F3 cells to screen for gene products driving factor-independent growth has been, 

and remains, an essential assay for cancer researchers. This dissertation covers the potential 

of this assay to test the functionality of cancer mutations but also raises concern that this 

method is susceptible to the previously unreported tendency of acquiring mutations in the 

transgene of interest. As the research community continues to characterize mutations found 

within the long tail of cancer we will need to determine what relevance weak transforming 

mutations have for patients. 
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5.2.1 Acquired mutations in transformed Ba/F3 cells 

The discovery that Ba/F3 cells expressing activating variants of CSF2RB and CSF3R 

frequently acquire additional mutations in the transgene of interest during the course of a 

transformation assay raises concerns of scientific reproducibility. Short of reproducing every 

study using the Ba/F3 assay, it is impossible to determine how many findings could be 

affected by this phenomenon. From 2014-201630 there have been 142 studies mentioning 

Ba/F331, and during a literature review I determined that 24 of these made use of Ba/F3 

cells to determine the transforming potential of a gene product (Table 3-1, Table 3-2). 

However, several additional studies used transformed Ba/F3 cells to test therapeutic 

inhibitors, and these lines could also carry acquired mutations. 

Beyond the risk for incorrect conclusions from flawed experiments and the lost time of 

researchers, these mutations could have outsized impacts on drug development. In 2007, 

Novartis published a panel of kinase-activated Ba/F3 cells they use to characterize kinase 

inhibitor specificity[46]. If these cell lines acquired additional kinase mutations during the 

course of outgrowth, then hundreds of inhibitors could be tailored towards artificial targets. 

This would be unlikely to affect patients as these errors would be corrected for in higher 

model systems, but the inefficient use of finances and researcher effort could be detracting 

from other targets. 

                                                   

30 As of 10-26-16 when the review was performed 
31 Or the similar, though incorrect, “Baf3” 
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Acquired mutations are most likely the result of using retroviruses for the infection of 

Ba/F3 cells, but there is insufficient evidence to determine if plasmid electroporation 

reduces mutations. Additional studies should compare retroviral and lentiviral infection 

against electroporation and lipofection to determine if a particular transfection method 

results in an improvement of assay fidelity. The use of CRISPR targeting would be 

problematic in Ba/F3 cells, both because it is difficult to scale and because every human 

mutation would need to be translated to a murine equivalent that might not represent the 

original variant. The Ba/F3 assay would also benefit from the investigation of basic scientists 

to develop effective methods for reliably transfecting Ba/F3 cells. 

Further investigation will determine if mutations acquired during Ba/F3 transformation 

represent independently transforming mutations, functional mutations that synergize with 

the original variant, or inconsequential passenger mutations. While this represents a 

substantial undertaking, constructs would be created carrying either the original variant, the 

acquired mutation, or both and then tested for transformation rate by limiting dilution 

analysis. Limiting dilution transformation rate would be preferred here as the results are 

minimally influenced mutational subpopulations. Should only one mutation transform and 

not the other, the conclusion would be clear as to which is oncogenic. If, however, the 

combination of mutations transforms at a higher rate, then the synergistic interaction of 

these mutations would allow for a fascinating investigation into protein function and 

compound mutations in cancer.  
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It is possible that these mutations are limited, confined to only CSF2RB, CSF3R and a few 

other cytokine receptors32. To determine the actual breadth of this artifact, additional 

studies must be performed on a wider range of oncogenes. These studies, if similarly 

constructed to those used in this dissertation, could also determine how robust the 

correlation is between mutational gain and transformation rate. If acquired mutations are a 

frequent artifact, but confined to weak transforming mutations, then the field faces a 

different set of challenges; namely, what does it mean for a mutation to be weakly 

transforming? 

5.2.2 Relevance of weak transforming mutations 

CSF2RB R461C, a germline variant discovered in a pediatric patient with T-ALL, is a 

weakly transforming mutation providing factor independence to roughly 1 in every 60,000 

infected cells (Figure 3-4), an order of magnitude above WT CSF2RB. What remains 

unclear is whether CSF2RB R461C has any functional impact on the patient’s leukemia. 

The patient’s leukemic blasts contained somatic mutations in Notch1 and PTEN (Table 

2-1), both recurrent and leukemia-associated mutations. These mutations likely represent 

the driving mutational events in this leukemia, though CSF2RB R461C could contribute to 

signaling through the PTEN-regulated PI3K/AKT pathway. CSF2RB R461C could also be 

                                                   

32 One study reported IL9R mutants that, following transition to IL-9-supplemented media and then weaning to 
cytokine-free media, could result in factor-independent Ba/F3 cells. 80% of these clones acquired activating mutations 
in endogenous JAK1[167]. This is a dramatically different type of experiment than those described above, but could 
result in a similar phenotype. 
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one of a growing group of cancer-predisposing, germline variants found in over 1% of the 

general population33[114], though that conclusion would require further epidemiological 

research. This all leads to the question of how to interpret the discovery of weak 

transforming mutations. 

In the course of this work variants that result in transformation rates of less than 1 in every 

200 cells have been classified as “weak” based on the stratification of rates observed and the 

frequency of acquired mutations in this group. This is an arbitrary threshold and additional 

research would determine if more robust thresholds exist. Based on this classification, 

CSF2RB R461C, CSF3R W791X and IL7R Ins243PPCL could be considered weak 

transforming mutations34. Prior research has established functional impacts for all three of 

these variants in vitro[36, 100, 115, 119, 161, 162]. More importantly, CSF3R truncations 

are frequently observed in CNL/aCML patients[36], and expression of truncated forms of 

CSF3R are linked with pediatric MDS and AML[172]. IL7R mutations altering the number 

of cysteines near the transmembrane domain are a recognized driving event in pediatric T-

ALL[173]. While it is unclear whether every weakly transforming mutation has translational 

relevance, weak transforming mutations also cannot be simply dismissed as model system 

artifacts.  

                                                   

33 These germline variants are enriched to over 8% in pediatric cancer patients 
34 CSF3R WT also lands in this classification. This is important to consider as the baseline potential for CSF3R to 
transform Ba/F3 cells, however it’s not relevant to think of a WT gene product as a transforming variant but rather a 
proto-oncogene. CSF3R W791X appears to still show a functional advantage as it transforms cells at double the rate 
observed in CSF3R WT. 
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Instead, the question of why some mutations are weakly transforming requires additional 

investigation. Why does a mutation like CSF2RB R461C or IL7R Ins243PPCL provide 

factor-independent growth to only 1 in 60,000 or 1 in 100 cells, and not the 1 in every 2 

cells observed with CSF3R T618I? One possibility is that the weaker mutations extend cell 

viability after IL-3 withdrawal long enough for additional mutational events to occur and 

transform the cells. While the data presented does not rule out this possibility, it does 

demonstrate that the expressed transgene does not undergo additional mutagenesis 

following IL-3 withdrawal (Table 3-4). 

Another explanation is that weak transforming mutations require highly favorable 

circumstances to drive factor-independent growth. This could be high expression of the 

transgene, a requirement for cells to be in a specific metabolic or cell cycle state when IL-3 

is withdrawn, or a requirement that certain regulators of cell signaling are expressed at a 

specific level. These factors could be experimentally tested by individually controlling for 

transgene expression or cell cycle status prior to withdrawal but the experiments would be 

open-ended and time consuming. 

Another final explanation is that the signals generated by CSF2RB, IL7R or some CSF3R 

variants differ from the pathways that maintain Ba/F3 viability in IL-3 culture. This change 

in signaling mechanisms would require the cell to alter expression of signaling members or 

regulators of this new pathway, and only a small proportion of cells are capable of living 

long enough to complete this change. Or in terms of Waddington’s epigenetic landscape, 
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there is a large hill or barrier between the state of Ba/F3 cells growing in IL-3 and those 

capable of surviving on the new oncogene. This theory of pathway transition lag is 

supported by the findings that FLT3 and KIT-activated Ba/F3 cells demonstrate differing 

phenotypes when cultured in presence or absence of IL-3[164]. These strong oncogenes, 

when cultured 1-2 weeks without IL-3, increase phosphorylation of the transgenic 

receptor, are more proliferative, and grow faster in cytokine-free media[164].  

However, this pathway transition hypothesis is problematic in the case of CSF2RB R461C, 

which results in constitutive activation of the receptor responsible for IL-3 signaling, 

seemingly not a substantial change in pathways. This theory could be tested by comparing 

expression profiling of weak transformants and strong transformants both before and after 

achieving factor-independent growth. While not fully conclusive, a theoretical finding that 

CSF3R T618I and BCR-ABL minimally alter gene expression following factor withdrawal 

compared with large-scale changes in CSF3R W791X or CSF2RB R461C would support 

this hypothesis. 

Regardless of the nature of weak transforming mutations, the field would greatly benefit 

from implementing limiting dilution analysis as a standard part of the Ba/F3 transformation 

assay. The data generated is inherently more quantitative than flask-based culture assays and 

less susceptible to skewing by a minority population of cells. Additionally, if every study 

describing a Ba/F3 transforming mutation included a transformation rate then the field 

could develop robust classifiers for weak and strong transforming mutations. Eventually, 
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this would answer the question of what role do weak transforming mutations play in 

individual patients.  

5.3 Summary 

Targeted therapy in cancer has been a remarkable achievement of modern medicine, and to 

extend this treatment to all cancer patients will require a comprehensive understanding of 

both common and rare functional mutations in each patient. The work described here 

showcases the role Ba/F3 transformation assays play in the discovery of functional 

mutations in leukemia and presents suggestions to improve this assay in the future. 

CSF2RB R461C is a rare germline variant found in a pediatric patient with T-ALL. In vitro, 

this variant transforms cells to factor-independent growth through activation and 

stabilization of CSF2RB. While it is not clear what role CSF2RB R461C plays in patients, 

the signal could be blocked by JAK-inhibitors making this a potentially actionable mutation. 

CSF2RB R461C is observed in an estimated 2.9% of individuals in one population of South 

Asian Indians, which represents an opportunity for further epidemiological research. 

Additionally, the finding that the transmembrane R461C activates CSF2RB, and leads to 

potentially altered interactions with CSF2RA, should spur on basic research into the 

CSF2RB transmembrane domain. It appears that R461C does not activate CSF2RB through 

the inclusion of a novel cysteine but rather through the loss of a positively charged arginine 
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at the transmembrane domain border, indicating that this domain may have a larger role in 

CSF2RB activation than previously understood.  

During the course of characterizing CSF2RB R461C, the frequent tendency for Ba/F3 cells 

to acquire additional mutations in CSF2RB during the factor withdrawal assay was also 

observed. This observation was repeated in additional experiments including other receptor 

activating mutations. The presence of acquired mutations in the Ba/F3 assay could affect an 

entire field of studies screening for functional mutations in cancer. These effects could be as 

severe as false positive reports and mischaracterized kinase inhibitors, or as minor as 

improper characterization of downstream signaling pathways. 

The data from these experiments indicate that acquired mutations are largely confined to 

weak transforming mutations, an ambiguous term that while useful should be refined by 

further studies into this phenomenon. Additional research should also determine if using 

non-viral methods for transgene expression reduce the incidence of these acquired 

mutations. 

The Ba/F3 transformation assay would be substantially improved by two changes. First, 

every transformed Ba/F3 cell line should be sequenced for the full length of the transgene 

of interest. This step is simple, affordable, and would reduce the potential of publishing 

irreproducible results. Second, researchers should adopt limiting dilution assays of Ba/F3 

cells when characterizing transforming mutations, and then report rates of transformation. 
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It is unclear at this time what relevance a mutation’s rate of transformation has on disease, 

but that question will only be answered by additional data on a wide range of mutations.  

This dissertation represents one study conducted in the pursuit of understanding the 

functional impact of rare mutations in cancer. To fully understand and target each 

individual cancer, hundreds more studies will be conducted. These will include the 

identification and characterization of rare mutations, like CSF2RB R461C, as well as 

modifications and improvements on the methods used in that pursuit. The Ba/F3 

transformation assay remains a flexible, essential, and robust model for characterizing 

activating mutations, but future researchers should be receptive to adopt improvements and 

consider the implications of weak transforming mutations. As researchers continue to 

characterize variants in the long tail of cancer-associated mutations, this question of weak 

but reliably transforming mutations will become even more pressing and relevant. 
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6 Appendix A: Alternate CSF2RB mutations at residue 
461 

6.1 Background 

A germline SNV in CSF2RB coding for the R461C substitution was found in a pediatric T-

ALL patient[100]. In vitro, this variant results in ligand-independent signaling, increased 

receptor stability, and the formation of novel, high molecular weight, disulfide-linked 

complexes[100]. Mutations in other receptors that alter the number of cysteine residues in 

and around the TM domain have been shown to result in ligand-independent activation 

through the creation of disulfide-linked dimers[64, 119, 120]. Accordingly, it would seem 

likely that the R461C variant activates signaling by inducing novel disulfide-linked dimers. 

Alternatively, the hydrophilic arginine replaced in R461C appears to lie at the boundary 

between membrane-spanning and cytoplasmic residues (Figure 2-6), and the loss of a 

charged residue could alter the position or configuration of the transmembrane domain and 

activate downstream signaling. The observation of larger, disulfide-linked complexes 

(Figure 2-7A) could be the result of either an accumulation of CSF2RB on the cell surface 

(Figure 2-5), or of ligand-independent activation (Figure 2-7B). 

Ultimately, the role or importance of a cysteine at position 461 has not been determined. 

Understanding the mechanism and cause behind this receptor-activating variant is important 

as it will allow us to predict the functional impact of other possible mutations in the same 

region of CSF2RB. A few experiments were conducted to address this question but 
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ultimately did not prove conclusive or relevant enough for either manuscript detailed in this 

dissertation, and I present them here. 

6.2 Results 

Two additional CSF2RB constructs—R461A and R461S—were cloned into a pMXs-IRES-

Puro vectors using site-directed mutagenesis. The former mimics the loss of both a 

hydrophilic residue and bulky side-chain, while the latter contains an uncharged polar 

residue similar in size to cysteine. These constructs would be compared to R461C to 

determine if receptor function was altered. 

When tested in a Ba/F3 transformation assay, all 3 biologically replicate lines expressing 

R461A and R461S achieved factor-independent growth at rates similar to those observed in 

R461C (Figure 6-1). Given the capacity for CS2RB WT to occasionally transform through 

the acquisition of additional mutations, this result alone was not proof that R461A/R461S 

activated receptor signaling. However, CSF2RB WT results in successful transformation in 

50% or fewer of tested lines, therefore the 100% success of R461A/R461S (6/6) behaves 

more similarly to R461C. Genomic DNA extracts were taken from these outgrown lines 

but sequencing was never performed. In theory, sequencing data could indicate if these 

lines transformed through the acquisition of mutations commonly found in transformed 

CSF2RB WT lines (e.g. V449E), but even a finding of divergent mutations similar to those 

in CSF2RB R461C would still not address the underlying hypothesis. 
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Another phenotype observed in CSF2RB R461C expressing cells was the increased level of 

surface CSF2RB. Ba/F3 cells stained for surface hCSF2RB prior to factor withdrawal 

showed that while equivalent portions of each line were expressing hCSF2RB, R461C cells 

reliably had substantially higher mean fluorescent intensities (MFIs, Figure 2-5). This data 

was further supported by Western blots that also showed increased hCSF2RB expression in 

R461C cells compared to WT (Figure 2-3B). 

Ba/F3 cells infected with CSF2RB R461A or R461S were compared to R461C and WT 

expressing cells by FACS after staining for surface hCSF2RB. All four lines had comparable 

percentages of cells expressing hCSF2RB, indicating similar infection efficiency (Figure 

6-2A). The portion of cells stained for CSF2RB were compared by MFI, and R461A/R461S 

showed MFIs comparable with R461C and significantly greater than WT (Figure 6-2B). 

While this would suggest that the cysteine is not essential for receptor surface accumulation 

there were insufficient WT replicates to firmly make this conclusion. However, the trend 

between R461C and WT observed in this experiment is consistent with other experiments 

(Figure 2-5), suggesting that this single WT observation is not an outlier.  

6.3 Discussion 

Changing the cysteine in R461C to an alanine or a serine does not change the capacity for 

mutant CSF2RB to transform Ba/F3 lines or accumulate on the cell surface. Individually, 

each of these conclusions have minor caveats outlined above (limited sample size, the ability 

for WT CSF2RB to mimic the same phenotype), which prevents the formation of a firm 
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conclusion on the necessity of this cysteine. However, the preponderance of evidence 

suggests that the loss of the charged arginine at the membrane border drives receptor 

accumulation and activation. 

This hypothesis calls into question the role and nature of disulfide-linked complexes 

observed in R461C-transformed cells (Figure 2-7A). It is possible that these complexes are 

the result of signal activation, and therefore were not observed in cells expressing WT 

CSF2RB. Another possibility is that R461C does induce novel disulfide-linked complexes, 

but these complexes are inconsequential for receptor accumulation and activation. Lastly, 

the disulfide bonds could form as a result of the disruption of the membrane-spanning 

domain due to loss of the charged arginine. These questions would be addressed by 

investigation of R461A/R461S expressing cells on a non-reducing Western blot. 

Additionally, cells with activated WT CSF2RB would address whether the bonds form as a 

result of signaling or TM-domain disruption, but this experiment would require the 

introduction of a human alpha chain receptor (CSF2RA or IL3RA), which could confound 

results. These results also emphasize the lack of understanding surrounding the 

transmembrane domain of CSF2RB[71, 100] which could be improved by additional basic 

research. 
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6.4 Figures 

 

Figure 6-1 R461A and R461S drive factor-independent growth in Ba/F3 cells. 

CSF2RB variants (R461C, R461A, R461S) were expressed by Ba/F3 cells and assayed for 

transformation. Each variant was expressed in 3 biologically replicate lines, and each line 

was tested for transformation in 2 technically replicate flasks. CSF2RB WT was only tested 

in one cell line (2 replicates). All three CSF2RB variants achieved factor independence in 

every line, with R461A and R461S generally growing earlier than R461C (one CSF2RB 

R461C line grew just as quickly but is obscured in this graph). CSF2RB WT transformed 

and upon sequencing presented with the activating V449E point mutation. 
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Figure 6-2 CSF2RB R461A and R461S drive surface accumulation similar to 

R461C. 

(A) Pre-transformation Ba/F3 cells grown in IL-3 supplemented media expressing CSF2RB 

variants stained for hCSF2RB. Percent of cells positively staining for CSF2RB is shown for 

each cell line. Uninfected Ba/F3 cells, as well as those expressing CSF3R T618I, showed 

minimal staining for hCSF2RB (R461C n=7, R461A n=3, R461S n=3, WT n=1, Parental 

n=1, CSF3R T618I n=1). (B) Geometric mean fluorescence intensity for hCSF2RB-

positive cells in each line.  
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7 Appendix B: Discovery of a CSF2RA mutation 
inducing dimerization with CSF2RB 

7.1 Background 

The trimerization of CSF2RB to CSF2RA and GM-CSF ligand is an essential step in the 

activation of GM-CSF signaling. Significant work has been done to explore the extracellular 

interactions of these three molecules but none have investigated interactions between the 

TM-domains of CSF2RA and CSF2RB[71, 100]. Investigation of these domains would 

improve structural modeling of these receptors and our understanding of how extracellular 

events influence cytoplasmic orientation. While performing preliminary experiments not 

detailed in this dissertation I happened upon an artifact that could shed light on this matter. 

During the identification of R461C as an activating variant in CSF2RB, 7 other CSF2RB 

variants were tested in a series of Ba/F3 transformation assays (Table 2-4)[100]. None of 

these additional variants could reliably transform Ba/F3 cells, but it was unknown if these 

variants could induce alpha-beta chain dimerization and transform cells if co-expressed with 

CSF2RA.  

7.2 Results 

Ba/F3 cells were infected to express hCSF2RA with a pMX-IRES-Puro vector, followed by 

selection in puromycin. CSF2RA-expressing Ba/F3 cells were split and infected with 

CSF2RB MSCV-IRES-GRP retroviruses driving expression of WT or one of 8 different 
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CSF2RB variants. Infected cells were selected by GFP-positive FACS and then assayed for 

factor-independent growth. Cells expressing CSF2RA and an empty-vector GFP construct 

failed to transform while every combination of CSF2RB and CSF2RA succeeded (Figure 

7-1A). Other groups have published results indicating that WT CSF2RA and CSF2RB in 

combination form a receptor capable of binding hGM-CSF, but absent GM-CSF are unable 

to drive factor-independent growth in Ba/F3 cells[174]. Notably, every CSF2RA + 

CSF2RB line transformed faster than CSF2RA + CSF2RB R461C in this experiment 

(Figure 7-1A), and also faster than what is typically seen in other CSF2RB R461C lines 

(Figure 2-3, Figure 3-2). Genomic DNA taken from transformed lines was sequenced and 

revealed a transmembrane CSF2RA point mutation (G343D) in every line except CSF2RA 

+ CSF2RB R461C (Figure 7-1B). CSF2RB R461C carried novel acquired mutations in both 

transgenes. 

7.3 Discussion 

It is possible that in this experiment the co-expression of CSF2RA and CSF2RB alone was 

sufficient to transform Ba/F3 cells, but that would not explain the CSF2RA mutational 

enrichment or differential rate of outgrowth. It is also possible that the mutations acquired 

in the CSF2RB R461C line (in both CSF2RA and CSF2RB) resulted in the slower 

outgrowth and failure to enrich CSF2RA G343D, but that would be highly coincidental. 

The most comprehensive conclusion is that CSF2RA G343D is a point mutation that results 

in constitutive dimerization with CSF2RB and ligand-independent activation. This mutation 
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must have been present in the original CSF2RA-expressing line prior to the addition of 

CSF2RB, as the alternative explanation that it independently and identically occurred in 8 

of 9 flasks is exceedingly improbable. Therefore, this mutation was present in the CSF2RA 

+ empty vector line, which did not transform, so the point mutation cannot independently 

transform without CSF2RB. We are then left with a conundrum, that a CSF2RA point 

mutation—which drives transformation faster than CSF2RB R461C—was present in the 

CSF2RB R461C population and ultimately not selected for. The residue affected by G343D 

lies in the transmembrane domain of CSF2RA, near the cytoplasmic end as predicted by 

UniProt (TM domain 321-346)[99].  

I hypothesize that CSF2RA G343D results in constitutive dimerization with and activation 

of CSF2RB signaling. CSF2RB R461C, also mutated at the cytoplasmic end of the 

transmembrane domain, is unable to interact with mutant CSF2RA. The simplest 

explanation is that the negatively-charged aspartate formed in CSF2RA G343D causes 

dimerization through interaction with the positively-charged arginine-461 in WT CSF2RB. 

This conclusion would shed further light on the specific boundaries of the CSF2RB TM 

domain, which are in question[100], and the specific orientation of TM domain interaction 

in CSF2RB-CSF2RA dimerization. Another explanation for these data is that the CSF2RB 

R461C mutation results in either constitutive formation of another CSF2RB complex that 

out competes the formation of a dimer with CSF2RA G343D, or the CSF2RB mutation 

results in a substantial alteration of the CSF2RB TM domain such that it loses the ability to 
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bind with CSF2RA. Future studies could determine if CSF2RB R461C co-expressed with 

CSF2RA is capable of forming a functional receptor for GM-CSF by assaying proliferation 

over a ligand dose curve. 

These hypotheses are made on the limited observations of a preliminary experiment and 

require repeat experiments to validate. The conclusions drawn above are admittedly 

zealous, but they also represent the most consistent and logical accounting for every 

observation. Furthermore, while these conclusions are minimally relevant to the direct 

discovery of driving mutations in leukemia, they could prove highly useful in the basic 

science characterizations of CSF2RB structure and binding to CSF2RA.  
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7.4 Figures 

 

Figure 7-1 CSF2RA G343D results in Ba/F3 transformation when combined 

with functional CSF2RB. 
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(A) Ba/F3 cells expressing CSF2RA and CSF2RB variants tested for factor-independent 

growth. CSF2RA alone (empty vector) failed to transform Ba/F3 cells, but when combined 

with any CSF2RB construct cells rapidly transformed. CSF2RB R461C was notably slower 

to transform than other CSF2RB variants when paired with CSF2RA. (B) Sequence results 

for outgrown cell lines. CSF2RA acquired mutations in every outgrown line, but in 8 of 9 

lines the exact same G343D mutation was detected. CSF2RB R461C presented with novel 

acquired mutations in both transgenes. 
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